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ABSTRACT
During initial analysis of Silicon Carbide (SiC) based field effect devices, testing apparatus and
methodologies were developed and implemented to characterize the effects ofneutron radiation and high
temperatures on the devices. This paper will discuss the development of these methodologies and the
apparatus fabricated to conduct the testing. Also discussed will be the state of the art of SiC at the time of
the testing and a summary of the relevant radiation effects physics and device physics used in the
development of the testing apparatus and methodologies. A summary of the effectiveness of the test
apparatus and methodologies and a discussion of the results reported [1,2] will be presented; the results
will show a successful test methodology that offers the transferability of the application of the apparatus
andmethodologies in future studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Crystalline Silicon Carbide (SiC) is a wide band gap semiconductor material which has been used to
produce Junction Field-Effect (JFETs), Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MOSFETs),
Metal-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MESFETS), P/7Vjunction diodes, Light Emitting Diodes
(LEDs), and Ultra-Violet (UV) photo detectors all ofwhich have been demonstrated to operate at
temperatures as high as 650C [3, 4]. This "new" high temperature semiconductor technology has the
potential for use in control circuits, sensor circuits and signal multiplexers for commercial nuclear reactor
and space power applications.
As part of an Army Research Laboratory (ARL) research effort, partially funded by the US Army Strategic
Defense Command, the tests reported here were intended to determine the electrical characteristics of SiC
field-effect devices (JFETs and MOSFETs), under conditions ofhigh neutron radiation and temperature.
Most of the body ofwork conducted in the area of SiC devices concentrated on
"wafer-probed" devices.
The tests discussed in this paper were conducted using packaged SiC devices, and presented a unique
challenge. To accomplish this task, the devices were evaluated and a set of test parameters developed.
Due to packaging limitations that will be discussed later in this paper, the temperature portion of this study
was limited to 350C, however the test apparatus was designed to exceed this temperature range to
accommodate any future testing that may exceed this limit. A series of tests were designed to evaluate the
"hardness"
of the devices to neutron radiation, preliminary characterization of their reliability, and
determine the effect of temperature (and temperature combined with exposure to neutron radiation) on the
devices. To execute these tests, an automated set of test apparatus were designed, fabricated, and
implemented at the ARL Adelphi, Maryland, campus. The tests proved to be successful, and the results
obtained have been published [1,2] with the promise of application in environments where Silicon and
Gallium Arsenide technologies are limited.
2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Properties ofSilicon Carbide
This section will provide the reader with a cursory overview of the semiconductor material properties of
SiC while providing the technical foundation for the study conducted on the SiC devices and this paper.
The primary devices used in this study (for reasons that will be explained later) were JFETs, and when
appropriate the impact on JFET device performance by the SiC material properties will be highlighted.
Previous studies in the area of this study provided the background necessary for this work. Though
considered a relatively
"new"
technology, there are numerous references in the literature of the promise of
SiC as a radiation environment alternative to Silicon (Si). In 1971 Campbell and Chang [5] concluded that
SiC was more radiation resistant than Si in their review of SiC as a semiconductor material. W. J. Choyke
[6], in his review article of 1976 on radiation damage in SiC, stated "SiC has been of interest as a
semiconductor since 1907 and as a nuclear ceramic since the middle fifties".
Until recent years, the study ofmono-crystalline SiC as a semiconductor material was restricted to
epitaxially grown substrates, the most prevalent having a cubic crystal structure and commonly referred to
as
"3C-SiC"
or "P-SiC". Recent developments in the area ofbulk crystal growth have produced processes
for growing hexagonal (6H-SiC) crystal boules. These advances have stimulated new interest in the use of
SiC as a semiconductormaterial due to its unique thermal and electrical properties. For further information
on the work preceding this study, the reader is referred to several review papers [3,7-9]. The devices used
in this study were fabricated using a 6H-SiC crystal substrate. When the devices for this study were
produced, the state of the art for this form of SiC was
1" to 1 wafers. The various processes are still in
their infancy, and the wafers produced can be described as crude relative to the present quality of silicon
wafers. Despite this, devices have been produced, demonstrated, and are beginning to reach the
commercial market. The devices supplied for this study were produced on 6H-SiC wafers, and unless
otherwise noted the term
"SiC"
refers to 6H-SiC in this paper.
In the Table 2-1, six properties of SiC are compared with Si, Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), and 3C-SiC. The
primary profile of this study was for high temperature and high radiation environments, and an
examination of this table indicates that SiC offers an attractive choice for this profile. As seen in the table,
the band-gap of 6H-SiC is nearly three times that of Si and more than twice that ofGaAs. The amount of
energy necessary to generate an electron hole pair is directly proportional to the band gap of a material,
implying that it will require almost three times the energy required to generate an electron hole pair in SiC.
The results from this are reflected in the table also, where it can be seen that the maximum operating
temperature is proportional to the band gap as well. As a result SiC is a much hardier material in high
temperature and ionizing radiation environments than Si and GaAs, because much more energy (thermal or
high energy particles) must be imparted to the material before semiconductor properties are lost.
One obvious drawback to SiC is its low carrier mobility, especially that of its holes. A lowermobility
results in the degradation ofmany device parameters, and in turn poorer quality devices. In the case of the
JFET, this includes a reduction of transconductance and current driving capabilities. However, the low
mobility of SiC's carriers is compensated by its relatively high saturated electron drift velocity. In devices
where performance is limited by this parameter (such as high frequency devices), mobility is not a great
concern.
In addition to its low mobility, the donor ionization profile of SiC does not make it the most attractive
semiconductormaterial. Unlike Si, SiC donors are not fully ionized at room temperature (a comparison of
the ionized carrier concentrations is presented in Figure ) and complete ionization of dopant atoms does not
occur until over 200C. This is an important consideration in any examination of SiC device performance.
In the case ofmobility, this property only serves to magnify the effect of temperature. As the temperature
increases electron collisions with the lattice become more frequent resulting in a lowermobility. An
example of the effect can be seen later in this paper in the discussion of the temperature effects on SiC
JFETs. The most obvious effect is the decreases in transconductance and current driving capability. It can
also be seen that the effect between 100C and 200CC is more dramatic than that between 200C and
300C. This is due to the "leveling off of the carrier ionization above 200C, as seen in
Figure 2-1, because the change in the mobility becomes dominated by the temperature and not an
increasing ionized donor density.
Property Si GaAs 3C-SiC 6H-SiC
Band Gap (eV)
at 300K
1.1 1.4 2.2 2.9
Maximum Operating
Temperature (K)
600 760 1200 1580
Electron Mobility
R.T., cm2/Vs
1400 8500 1000 600
Hole Mobility
R.T., cm7Vs
600 400 40 40
Critical Field
Ecr, 106v/cm
0.3 0.4 4 4
Sat. Elec. Drift Vel.
vsat, 107cm/s
1 2 2.5 2.5
Table 2-1 - Comparison ofSemiconductor Properties Among Si, GaAs, andSiC (Adaptedfrom [10])
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Figure 2-1 - Schematic Representation ofCarrier Concentration versus Temperature (Carrier concentration
normalized to doping density).
The reason for the partial ionization of the donors at room temperature can be attributed to the relatively
larger ionization energies ofdopants in SiC compared to typical ionization energies ofdopants in Si and
GaAs. The ionization energies scale qualitatively along with band gap energy. For nitrogen donors in SiC
the ionization energy has been determined by several workers [10-12] to be 0.08eV.
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Also obvious from Table 2-1 is the large critical field of SiC. As seen in
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Equation 2-1 [13], the breakdown voltage of ap-n junction is proportional to the ECR . The critical field of
SiC contributes to its hardiness in temperature and radiation environments. The higher Ecr of SiC allows
for a high doping density while maintaining a reasonable break down voltage for anyp-n junctions.
Though this is significant in other applications outside of the focus of this study, a higher doping density
allows for an increased hardiness towards neutron radiation. This is due to the increase in the number of
carriers against the same number of defect states generated for a given neutron fluence, which implies less
of a relative impact on a device's performance, which will be covered in more detail in the following
section.
2.2. Applicable Radiation Effects
The a nuclear environment, such as a nuclear reactor or space, is hostile toward solid state devices and
integrated circuits. Radiation environments can cause transient and permanent changes in a devices
electrical characteristics leading to the potential failure of the affected system. Often, the solution is shield
the system from the radiation, or
"hardening"
the entire system from the potential effects of the radiation.
This is not always practical, and considerable work has been done to understand the mechanisms of the
radiation effects and how to counter act or,
"harden"
against, the radiation effects in solid state devices and
integrated circuits. The techniques used to harden a solid state device or integrated circuit vary depending
upon the underlying physics and fabrication techniques of the device. For the most part the hardening of a
device to radiation involves a modified fabrication recipe, or greater control over the fabrication process.
One aspect of SiC that makes its potential so attractive, is its inherent hardness to various types of radiation
and its effects.
2.2.1.1.Terminology
Some of the commonly used terms and units for radiation effects specific to this study follow. A device is
"hardened"
to radiation effects, or a material is "radiation hard", when it has inherent, ormanufactured
properties, that make it resistant to radiation damage and its effects. The level of
"hardness"
that a device
or material displays is subjective, though the term usually denotes that some special radiation resistant
property exists. The rate of incidence ofparticles on a material is given in terms of the particle flux
(particles/cm2-sec). The time integral of particle flux is the particle fluence (particles/cm ). Energy
deposited on materials by ionizing radiation (photon bombardment for example) is expressed as a rad
(Radiation Adsorbed Dose), and the ionizing dose rate is expressed in rad/sec. One rad is equivalent to 100
ergs of absorbed energy per gram ofmaterial. More common is SI unit for absorbed dose the Gray (Gy).
The Gray is equal to 1 joule per kg, or 100 rads.
2.2.2. Scope
A radiation environment consists of several particles including electrons, protons, photons, alpha particles,
and heavier ions. These can be further classified as photons and charged particles. In a radiation
environment, these particles bombard amicroelectronic device causing damage thatmay result in a
transient or permanent alteration of a microelectronic device's characteristics. In many practical
applications, primary damage mechanisms are the generation of electron hole pairs (ionization energy) or
displacement of atoms from the lattice (displacement damage) [14-16]. The primary damage mechanism in
this study was displacement damage [1], and is caused primarily by charged particles; specifically in this
study, neutrons.
A heavy particle, such as a neutron, can interact in a manner which includes, elastic scattering, inelastic
scattering, and transmutation. If a particle possesses enough kinetic energy, it can dislodge an atom from
its lattice during an elastic collision. In the process it will impart some of its energy to the displaced atom
(now called a "primary knock-on") and continue its course through the lattice. If it does collide with
another atom, and still possess sufficient energy it will dislodge the atom from the lattice in the secondary
collision. This process will continue as long as the incident neutron, and all knock-ons produced (now
considered as free ions of the element in question), have sufficient energy to displace other atoms. In an
inelastic collision, the neutron is absorbed by the target atom, and then emitted at a lower energy state. The
target atom is left in an excited state, and will reach equilibrium upon emission of a gamma ray; the emitted
particle's energy is reduced by the level of energy of the gamma ray. In elastic scattering can also cause
displacement from the lattice of the target atom. The third process, transmutation, occurs when the
incident particle is captured by the nucleus and the subsequent emission of another, lower energy particle,
like an alpha particle. The results of this reaction is the remaining atom is converted to another element.
For this study, the effects of transmutation are not considered, and the following paragraphs will discuss
the effects the damage caused by elastic and inelastic collisions ofheavy, charged particles.
The topic of radiation effects in solid state devices and integrated circuits is an extremely broad topic, and a
complete treatment of the topic is beyond the scope of this document and would only serve to confuse the
study being reported here. As stated earlier, the main thrust of this document is to report the testing of the
devices, the design of the test, the apparatus, the data reduction techniques used, and the observed results.
Any test is conducted to prove an expected result, and only a firm understanding of the nature of the
subject of the test will allow for a firm and valid understanding of the results. Only those radiation effects
that would directly impact the design, execution, or reduction of the data from the tests will be addressed in
this section. Specifically, those effects that are related to this study, are the radiation effects induced by
neutron bombardment and their effect on the characteristics of a device's depletion region. For more
information on radiation effects, a section has been included immediately following the references to
provide the reader with a "launch point"to begin further review of radiation effects in microelectronics.
2.2.3. Neutron Radiation Defects
In irradiated silicon, the primary material in most of the literature, various defects are observed. As
discussed above, the primary damage mechanism in this study was displacement damage. An incident
neutron at or above the 1 MeV range can induce damage to the lattice. An atom that has been removed
from the lattice is referred to as an interstitial, and a Frenkel pair is a close vacancy interstitial pair. These
interstitial atoms (and/or vacancies) in combination from defect clusters or displacement cascades. The
mechanism by which these defects occur is easily understood. By imparting sufficient energy during a
collision (elastic or inelastic) to displace the target atom. Clusters occur when the neutron has enough
energy following a collision to provide enough energy to displace an atom during the secondary collision.
Displaced atoms may also have enough energy following a collision to displace other atoms within the
lattice. It should be noted that not all of the defects produced by the initial bombardment will remain
permanent. Several displaced atoms will realign themselves with the lattice in a process called short term
annealing will take place within the first minute following the bombardment. The amount of short term
annealing that occurs is variable, and is not a concern for this paper because the effects studied were all
long term or permanent effects.
These permanent defect clusters create a disturbance within the lattice, which will give rise to energy levels
within the band gap. These defect states are the major contributor to electrical degradation of
semiconductor devices. The fundamental effects of these defect sites in silicon are illustrated in Figure ,
and represent five possible effects of the presence of the radiation induced defect sites in the band gap.
These effects include thermal generation of electron hole pairs, recombination of electron hole pairs,
carrier trapping (carrier removal), compensation, and tunneling. In addition to these effects, the carrier
mobility is also effected.
2.2.3.1.Generation
Thermal generation of electron hole pairs can occur when a defect level is near the mid gap. A valence
electron is excited to the defect state, and in turn is excited to the conduction band and generating a free
electron hole pair. Also, generation can occur due to a hole emission at the center followed by an electron
emission. Only defect centers with energy levels located near mid gap make a significant contribution to
the carrier generation. The generation process is dominated by emission only when the free carrier
concentration is significantly less than the thermal equilibrium value (in depletion), and such centers are
the mechanism for leakage current increases in a semiconductor device.
T
I
GENERATION RECOMBINATION TRAPPING
TUNNELING
COMPENSATION
Figure 2-2 - Illustration offive effects that can occur due topresence ofdefect centers in the silicon bandgap [15].
2.2.3.2.Recombination
A free carrier (electron or hole) is captured at the defect center, followed by the capture of the other carrier.
This is the opposite of generation, as electron hole pairs are removed. The rate at which electron hole pairs
recombine are dependent upon several factors including defect density and carrier concentration. The
effect of this defect is to reduce the mean time aminority carrier travels in the band before recombination
(recombination lifetime - rr). Radiation induced recombination centers are a cause of the reduction in rr,
and is the dominantmechanism for gain degradation in bipolar transistors.
2.2.3.3. Trapping
When defect centers occur at a shallow level, temporary trapping ofboth majority and minority (at
different levels) can occur. In this process carriers are captured at the defect center and later emitted with
no recombination occurring. This effect is the primary mechanism for increased transfer inefficiency in
charge coupled devices.
2.2.3.4. Compensation
Free donors (and acceptors) are compensated by deep lying radiation induced acceptors (or shallow lying
donors in the case of free acceptors). The presence of these deep acceptors is to cause a reduction in the
number ofmajority carriers at equilibrium. This "carrier
removal"
process will change any device
characteristic that relies on carrier concentration. This will impact a bipolar transistors collector resistance
by increasing it with the reduction of carriers. The current driving capability of a JFET is also encumbered
by a loss of carrier concentration.
2.2.3.5. Tunneling
Defect levels within a band gap can cause an increase in current in certain circumstances. Trap assisted
tunneling can occur during the reverse bias of a p-n junction diode causing an increase in the current due to
tunneling of carriers through the band gap.
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2.2.3.6. Mobility
In addition to the five effects outlined above, the carrier mobility of an irradiated device can also be
adversely affected. The lattice defects act as scattering centers which will impede the mobility of the
carriers by acting as ionized impurities.
2.3. Device Description
The devices used in this study were fabricated by Cree Research, Inc. ofDurham, South Carolina. Due to
fabrication difficulties, the SiC MOSFETs were not used in the study. However, the test apparatus
designed for the study was developed to be capable of testing MOSFETs in the future. The devices used in
this study were JFETs.
The substrates for these devices were 25.4-mm-diameterwafers cut from 6H-SiC boules grown by Cree.
These substrates were intentionally dopedp-type during growth with Aluminum (Al). Then the wafers
were diamond polished on the (0001) Si face. The epitaxial layers were grown via a proprietary process
and were again intentionally doped with Nitrogen (N) or Al as the w-type and/j-type dopants respectively.
The dopant concentrations of the substrates and epi-layers were measured at Cree Research, Inc., by the C-
V technique using a double column Hg probe.
The cross sectional design of the JFET devices (Figure ) reveals Al-dopedp-type substrates
(2 x
1017
cm-3) were used as the gate. Ap+ epitaxial layer was grown on the substrate with a thickness of
2 um and a doping level of 1.4 x
1018
cm"3. The w-type conducting channel layers were grown -0.30 um
thick and doped to 1.0 x
1017
cm-3. The channel layers were then etched to a thickness of 0.23 um during
the trenching step. A thin (0.2 um)
n*
epi-layer was then grown on top with a carrier concentration of
4 to 5 x
1018
cm"3. Using reactive ion etching in NF3, amesa was etched down on the buriedp-type layer
to confine the current. Then a fine line trench (1 mm * 2 um) was etched across the mesa that cut through
the top
n* layer and down to the desired depth in the w-type conducting channel, thus defining the actual
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gate length of 2 pm. The wafer was then thermally oxidized to passivate the surface (-200 A). The Nickel
source and drain contacts were deposited and patterned on either side of the trench, and the gate contact
metal, a proprietary Al alloy, was deposited on the backside of the wafers to form the gate contact. Finally,
the ohmic contacts were annealed at high temperature.
To determine which devices would be packaged, Cree used a wafer probe "hot
chuck"
capable of attaining
650C. It was during this phase of the device evaluation that it was determined that the MOSFETs would
not be ofvalue to the study, and the remainder of this section applies to the JFETs delivered. Following
fabrication, each wafer was probed and mapped at room temperature, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500C. The
characteristics measured were the turn-on voltage, the maximum transconductance at 20 V, the drain
saturation current, and the gate and drain leakage currents. The parameters were stored in a file and a map
produced of the wafer (an example of the wafermap appears in Figure ). Each wafer had the potential to
yield over 1000 devices, and there were four wafers of JFETs purchased. The fabrication process for SiC
devices is still immature, and the resulting yield is generally poor. The maps were necessary to determine
which of the many devices were of sufficient quality to be packaged for this evaluation.
Source Contact
n epi l
Drain Contact
n epi
n type epi-layer
p+ type epi-layer
p type 6H SiC Substrate
Figure 2-3 - Cross section ofthe SiC JFETs used in this study
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The "hot chuck"that Cree had designed (under this contract) for this phase included a controlled nitrogen
environment chamber that was used to reduce the amount ofoxidation that occurred during high-
temperature probing. However, due to thermal expansion the initial probe placement must occur after
reaching temperature. This required exposing the hot wafer to the ambient environment for a short period
of time during probe placement. Problems with the MOSFETs occurred during this step due to the
exposure to the ambient environment. Though the original plan was to probe the JFETs at 650C, probing
was halted at 500C as a precaution. The mapping of the wafers provided for the data required to select the
largest pool ofmatching devices as possible. Based upon the data presented by Cree, a nominal set of
parameters were selected to provide the largest statistical population ofmatched devices for packaging.
The nominal values used appears in Table 2-2.
The packaging of the JFETs presented some difficulty. When wire bonding to the devices were first
attempted, the contact metal to the Ni electrodes experienced delamination from the electrode. When this
had occurred to several devices, the wafers were tested with tape. The result was the complete
delamination of the contact metal from more than 90% of the electrodes. The three wafers that had been
diced for packaging experienced that same effect. Because all three wafers had passed earlier quality
checks the delamination of the electrodes was unexpected and the cause is not known. The exposed
electrode was oxidized nickel and not conducive to wire bonding. Since the three wafers had been diced
for packaging it was now impossible to rework the metallization, and the wafers were no longer useful.
However, the production run included four device wafers and several
"control"
wafers. The fourth device
wafer and the best control wafer had their metallization reworked successfully. Though there were now
two wafers of devices to work with, the device quality was reduced due to the rework and the fact that the
device wafers that we were working with were on the low end of acceptability.
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Parameter Value
Minimum Pinch-OffVoltage -6V
Nominal Drain Saturation Current 21mA
Nominal Transconductance 15 mS
Maximum Gate Leakage Current 100 pA
Maximum Drain Leakage Current 100 pA
Table 2-2 - The nominal SiC JFET characteristics usedfor selection criteria.
No other mishaps occurred with the JFET packaging, and Cree delivered the 100 packaged SiC JFETs with
the assurance that they would operate at least to the limitations of the packaging (-350). Unfortunately,
these devices did not meet the selection criteria previously specified, and the parametric results of the final
set ofpackaged devices are presented in the next section. The most noticeable effect was the increase in
leakage currents seen in these devices. Not only was the leakage increased, but the variability from device
to device increased dramatically. The variation in device characteristics is attributed to the variation in the
channel doping and in the etching of the channel to define the channel depth, a.
Each device was mounted on a TO-46 header. The devices had been
"scrubbed" to a heated header using a
AuGe preform. The scrubbing ensured a good mechanical contact for the gate connection. The device
contacts were then connected to their pins using a thermocompression wire bonder and 1-mil Au wire. The
devices were hermetically sealed in anN atmosphere using a cap welder to secure the package lids. This
hermetically sealed package ensures amaximum thermal capability because the nitrogen prevents
oxidation of the metal electrodes at high temperatures. It was felt that the integrity of the welded seal
would be a factor at temperatures over 300C, so the testing was limited to 300C or less for this study,
especially if the devices were to be operated for an extended period of time.
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Vpo < -4.5 V Idss < 28 mA Idl < 20 uA
Figure 2-4 - Example ofa WaferMap with Selection Criteria
3. TESTING
The evaluation of the devices for this study can be broken down into three separate stages of testing, the
first ofwhich is preliminary testing. The first stage was primarily used to determine which devices would
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be used for specific and general testing in the next stages. Using the results from the preliminary stage,
devices were chosen for the second stage 1000 hour "life
testing"
at room temperature and greater. The
results from this second stage were then used in the planning of the third stage of the study, which was
neutron radiation response at several operating temperatures as reported separately in the papers by
McGarrityet.al.fi, 2].
The plan of the tests were to evaluate the performance of the SiC devices at temperatures of 100C, 200C,
300C, and room temperature. In the case of the life test, the initial goal was to conduct the tests at the four
temperatures simultaneously. To test the devices in this temperature range, it was necessary to obtain
and/or design and fabricate a specialized testing apparatus. Also, because the life testing would be
conducted over such a long period of time, with a great number of devices, it was determined that an
automated testing apparatus should also be designed. This apparatus had to be flexible enough to test the
devices at temperatures ranging from ambient temperatures to temperatures greater than 650C (though
this study was limited by the packaging of the devices to 300C, it was a future goal to test devices up to
the 650CC range). It also had to be flexible enough to be used in an automated or manual fashion. In
addition to the physical apparatus, a control system was designed and coded to allow the automated
execution of test procedures as well as allowing formanual collection of the data. Code was also
developed to allow for preliminary data reduction to assist in the analysis of the temperature and radiation
effects. The test apparatus, data reduction techniques, and the test procedures and results are cataloged in
the following sections.
3. 1. Apparatus andData Reduction
3.1.1. Description of apparatus
Due to the high temperature requirements, special test apparatus had to be designed, obtained, and
fabricated. Because the eventual goal for future studies was to test the devices at temperatures greater than
600C, the test fixtures were designed to withstand greater than 650C. A schematic of the setup used in
this study appears in Figure . The overall concept of the setup is to use four separate groupings ofdevices
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at different temperatures. Each of the four separate 1000 hour tests would be staggered by 24 hours, and
would be controlled by one PC controller via a switching matrix. The automated switching matrix can be
replaced by a manual switching matrix for specialized testing. The general description of the components
involved in the setup appear below.
An oven was purchased from the L & L Special Furnace Company with operating limitations greater than
1000C to ensure reliable operation at 650C. The materials for the test fixture were also chosen for the
same operating conditions. The fixture was designed to consist of stainless steel, alumina, and brass pin
connectors. Unfortunately all the necessary components for the fixture were not available when the testing
was scheduled to begin. As a result, the 100C data was taken in another oven with a test fixture that was
already prepared for that level of operating temperature. The 200C testing was postponed until the
components could arrive. In the meantime, an alternate 300C test fixture was designed to hold two
devices for preliminary testing until a larger set of devices could be tested.
The test fixture communicates with the measurement equipment via high temperature wire. We were
unable to locate any coaxial line to meet our temperature requirements, however the braided wire that was
obtained from Brim Electronics is rated for temperatures exceeding 800C [17]. This limits testing with
this particular setup to DC and low frequency AC signals (The use ofhigh temperature co-axial cable will
eliminate this limitation and allow C-V measurements to be taken in this test fixture). Originally, the wires
were connected to the fixture using silver solder, though it was known that at higher temperatures this
would not be a viable connection material. However, even at lower temperatures, the silver solder bubbled
and became brittle. The connections were modified to mechanical connections (crimping connectors), but
at higher temperatures the brass pins oxidized and crumbled. This effect was neutralized by purging the
oven and over pressurizing the furnace chamber with dry nitrogen during high temperature cycles.
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25C Setup
100C Setup
200C Setup
300C Setup
HP4145B Parameter Analyzer
/ *\
Keithley 706 Scanners
GPIB (IEEE 488) Control Lines
Data Lines
40 from each test setup
4 from the matrix to the parameter analyzer
Figure 3-1 - Schematic ofthe testing apparatus.
The automated switching matrix consisted of two Keithley 706 Scanners set up to control up to 4
simultaneous life test experiments. Though the automated life testwould be ideal, it is neither flexible nor
is it always practical. For those situations where the automatedmatrix was less attractive, amanual
switching matrix was constructed that allowed for the control ofup to ten different devices. The matrix
allowed each device in turn to communicate with the HP4145B used as the measurement device. The PC
control program used in the preliminary testing was modified to include the control algorithms for the
switchingmatrix, and the tests run were identical to the preliminary tests.
3.1.2. Description of data set
This section will provide the reader with a better understanding of the data set used to study the SiC
devices. The primary device in this study, as stated previously, is the JFET. The operational and electrical
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characteristics for a JFET are well known, and the background physics used in understanding the
temperature and radiation effects are noted here for completeness. For a more detailed discussion the
reader is referred to [18] or any other suitable device physics text. The following equations give the
expressions relating the electrical parameters to the physical dimensions of the device and to the doping
density, carrier concentration, and carrier mobility for a uniformly doped channel region.
po 2* V ;
faW^
gm = qm
\ L j
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Equation 3-1
Equation 3-2
Equation 3-3
Here, Equation 3-1 and Equation 3-2 are given for zero gate voltage, q is the electronic charge, u is the
electron mobility, n is the channel carrier concentration, Nd is the doping density (1 .0 x
1017
cm-3), es the
dielectric constant of the semiconductor (~10eo for 6H-SiC), and a, L, and Ware the channel depth, length
and width, respectively (0.23 um, 2 um and 0.1 cm, respectively, for the devices used in this study). The
measured room temperature mobility (as measured by Cree) in these devices is 230 cm /Vs. The
calculated room temperature value of Vhi is 2.76 V [19].
The electrical parameters monitored in this evaluation were the transconductance (gm), the drain/source
saturation current (Idss), the pinch-offvoltage (Vpo), and the drain and gate leakage currents (Irfl and Igi
respectively). For the purpose of this study, gm is defined as the maximum transconductance evaluated at
zero gate voltage, and lass is the average of the current in the saturation region of the device for zero gate
voltage. Vp0 was extracted from the data using the Id vs Vg curve, in which the slope of the square root of
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the Id vs Vg curve was extrapolated to the x axis, and the threshold voltage (Vj) defined as the x intercept.
F^is the externally applied gate voltage required to achieve pinch-off. Then Vpo is related to Vj via
Vpo = I Vi\ + Vpi, where V^j is the built-in potential at the p+n gate junction in the channel region. Idl is
defined as the current at which Vg = V( - 2 V, and the drain voltage is equal to 15 V. Igi is measured at Vg
= 0Vand
Vd = 15 V. The typical current-voltage characteristics for the JFETs used in this study are shown in
Figure for several values of gate voltage.
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Figure 3-2 - Typical drain current/voltage relationshipfor SiC JFETs used in this study
To extract these parameters, for separate readings were taken on each device. Each test either held the gate
or the drain voltage constant while sweeping the other through a specified range. Table 3-1 lists the
biasing for each of the four tests, and Figure 3-3a-d details the typical results for the four readings.
Test j-axis x-axis (Range) Step Value (Range)
1 h Kj(0-20V) Fg(-10-0V)
2 Id Fg(-10-0V) W-20V)
3 h >^(0 -20V) Fg(-10-0V)
4 h Kg(-10-0V) ^(0-20V)
20
Table 3-1 - Test set upfor the measurements conducted using the HP4145B
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Figure 3-3 - Typical test resultsfor the HP4145B measurements
3.1.2.1. Extraction ofTransconductance (g)
The transconductance of each device was extracted from this data by defining transconductance as the
value of the maximum slope for the drain current versus the drain voltage curve. Transconductance is
formally defined as gm = Sid/ $Vg ^ the saturation region. However, the transconductance gd in the
linear regime is approximately the same as gm in the saturation region. Due to the statistical spread of the
devices, and the relative ease of extracting gd from the data lead to the decision to extract gd as gm in the
saturation region. In Figure 3-4, it can be seen where the maximum slope is located. Using the data
reduction code, the location of the maximum slope can be found and recorded for later use.
(Vd = 20V)
(Vd=18V)
x
(Vd=16V)
(Vd = 14 V)
1 1
(Vd = 12 V)
-10 -8 -6-4-2 0
Gate Voltage (V)
(d) - Test 4 (Ig vs Vg)\ Vd stepped
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Figure 3-4 - Extraction ofgmfrom the Irf vs V^ curve
3.1.2.2. Extraction ofthe Pinch-OffVoltage (VpJ
The pinch-off voltage is extracted using data from the drain current versus the gate voltage curve shown in
Figure 3-5. The square root of the maximum slope of the curve is extrapolated to the x axis, and the
threshold voltage (Vj) is defined as the x intercept. The extrapolation to the x axis was performed using a
least squares approximation. VT is the externally applied gate voltage required to achieve pinch-off. Vp0 is
related to VT via Vpo = | Vj\ +Vhj, where Vfri is the built-in potential at thep+n gate junction in the channel
region. In Figure 3-6, the graphical representation of the above procedure is illustrated.
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Figure 3-5 - Extraction ofVTfrom the Wj versus V curve.
3.1.2.3. Extraction oftheDrain Source Saturation Current (I^J
The value of Idss represents the current at the point the channel is pinched off. In an ideal device, this
would also represent the maximum current in the device. This is not true in a real device. As the drain
voltage is increased, the depletion region also increases, and further encroaches on the channel. As the
depletion region grows, the resistance between the edge of the depletion region and the source is decreased.
This decrease is reflected by a positive slope in the saturation region of the devices characteristics (instead
of the ideal constant current), and the effect is called the channel length modulation. The variance in the
amount of channel length modulation from device to device was significant. To better match the devices in
the early part of the study, Idss was considered to be the average of the current in the saturation region
(which was defined as Vf <Vd^20 V). Once into the study however, the value for Idss was determined
using the standard convention, Idss = ld\ Vd= Vf
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3.1.2.4. Extraction ofthe Gate andDrain Leakage Currents (Ii
andldj)
The gate leakage current is defined as the gate current when the gate voltage is equal to zero volts and the
drain voltage is equal to 15 V. (Igi = Ig\ Vg = 0 V; Vd = 15 V)- The drain leakage current is defined as the
drain current when the gate voltage is equal to two volts less than the threshold voltage and the drain
voltage is equal to 15 V (Idl = Id\ Vg = [Vt -2 VJ; Vd = 15 V)-
Once the parameters of the test had been defined, the apparatus and the control and data reduction code in
place, the testing phase was initiated.
3.2. Preliminary Evaluation
Preliminary evaluation of the JFETs was conducted using a Hewlett Packard Semiconductor Parameter
Analyzer (HP4145B) and a PC controller. All measurements were taken at room temperature. The goals
of these preliminary tests were to determine the functionality of the devices, the statistical spread of the
parameters, and the repeatability of the device performance. Another Study being conducted in parallel
with study at ARL required a tightly grouped subset of the 100 devices consisting of 10 devices for use in a
prototype op-amp circuit. The statistical information retrieved from the preliminary tests was to be used to
select the subset.
3.2.1. Procedures
Each of the 100 devices was measured for the parameters described above using the HP4145B in the four
separate tests described earlier. Each test held either the gate or the drain voltage constant while sweeping
the other though a specified range; Table 3-2 lists the biasing for each of the four tests. The data collected
was then stored on hard disk for later retrieval, reduction, and analysis. Figure 3-3a-d provide examples of
typical results for the four tests conducted. Repeatability ofperformance was tested by randomly selecting
five devices and then running the same tests twenty times for each device.
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3.2.2. Observations
All 100 devices delivered by Cree proved to be functional. However the devices showed awide statistical
spread. This was not wholly unexpected, with the failure of the three original wafers and the reduction in
quality due to the rework of the metalization on the surviving wafers. The turn-on voltage varied the least,
maintaining a standard deviation of less than 10%. Idss and gm each had standard deviations of less than
20%, but the leakage currents seemed to have no correlation at all with standard deviations ofgreater than
900%. Table 3-2a lists the results for the 100 devices. Even though there was such a wide statistical
spread in the main body ofdevices, it was possible to pick out "pockets" ofdevices that were more closely
matched. The best sub-set of 10 devices were identified and delivered for use by the study running
concurrently with this study. The results for these 10 devices are shown in Table 3-2b, which shows that
the spread has been reduced to less than 6% for all parameters save the leakage currents which were
reduced to less than 220% standard deviation.
Though the variation of the leakage currents could be from any number of reasons, the most likely reason
is the wafer quality. There are many defects in a 6H-SiC wafer that are not accounted for (current methods
for determining defect density only consider the surface sites, and do not consider defects within the bulk
material such as voids within the material). Though this can only be considered as speculation, it is very
likely that indeterminable defects are contributing the wide variation in the device leakage currents.
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Parameter Mean StdDev(%ofMean)
Turn-On Voltage -4.78 V 7.36
Drain Saturation Current 20.97 mA 17.66
Transconductance 6.45 mS 19.40
Gate Leakage Current 21.78 uA 983.4
Drain Leakage Current 70.83 uA 899.4
(a) - Electrical characteristics for 100 packaged SiC JFET devices
Parameter Mean StdDev(%ofMean)
Turn-On Voltage -4.89 V 1.99
Drain Saturation Current 25.49 mA 5.59
Transconductance 7.87 mS 2.67
Gate Leakage Current 15.01 nA 216.4
Drain Leakage Current 531.1 nA 139.4
(b) - Electrical characteristics for 10 packaged SiC JFET devices for use by op-amp design team
Table 3-2 - Preliminary test resultsfor the 100packaged devices
3.3. Life Testing
The purpose of the life testing was to establish the behavior of the devices over time at temperature, to
determine if the devices could survive for any period at temperature, and to examine the effect of
temperature on the devices. Prior to this study, the only temperature data available on 6H-SiC JFET
devices were at the wafer level using a wafer probe. No packaged parts had been tested at temperature, and
consequently all temperature data were from tests of short duration. Ideally, it was expected that the
devices would change with temperature, butmaintain a stable performance over time. Because previous
work in this area was limited to single event measurements, there were no expectations related to the
performance of the JFETs at elevated temperatures over an extended period of time.
3.3.1. Procedures
The test procedure for the life test portion of this study is very straight forward. Ten devices were to be
placed in the furnace. An initial reading was taken using the HP4145B and the control algorithm from the
preliminary testing, and then the temperature in the furnace was raised to a specified level. Once the
temperature was stable the "zero
hour"
measurement was taken. Then the procedure was repeated at quasi-
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logarithmic intervals so that there were three measurements taken per decade of time. The automated setup
placed the measurements at precise intervals, however the manual setup intervals were limited by working
hours andweekend access to the setup and the measurement intervals were maintained as close as possible
to the automated intervals. Twenty-four hours after the start of the first set of devices, the process was
repeated for the second set of devices and continued until all four setups had been started.
Due to the delay in obtaining necessary components, and because of the observed results that will be
detailed in the next section, the automated procedure had to be tabled until more was understood about
observed effects and more equipment could arrive. Instead five devices were evaluated at 100C for 1000
hours, and two devices were observed at 300C for approximately 250 hours (which is when the temporary
test fixture failed). During this time the procedure followed is the same as that described above. Given the
results of these two tests, it was decided that no further life testing was necessary for the group of devices
used in this study. The results are detailed in the following section.
3.3.2. Observations
None of the five devices tested at 100C failed during the 1000 hours at temperature. However the devices
did degrade over time. As seen in Figure 3-6, the typical effect of the prolonged 100C exposure was for
the device parameters to degrade from their initial reading by as much as 15 to 20% before the effect
saturated and the device stabilized (after 200 to 400 hours). The most likely cause is a change in the
contact resistance of the drain and source contacts. Initially, it was felt that the possible change in the
contact resistance was due in part to the rework of the metalization of the devices and the lower quality
nature of the wafers on which the devices were fabricated. However, more study of this effect must be
pursued before the effect can be discarded as an inherent property of the state of the art of SiC device
contacts. The effect of the prolonged exposure at 300C proved to be even more difficult to characterize.
Like the effect at 100C, the device parameters degraded with time. However, after a briefperiod (< 10
hours) the parameters began to
"rebound"
and continued to improve until the effect saturated and the
parameters stabilized after 20 to 40 hours.
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Figure 3-6 - Typical temperature effects on SiC JFETs over time at 100C
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Figure 3-7 - Typical temperature effects on SiC JFETs over time at 300C
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As seen in Figure 3-7b, the initial effect on the transconductance and saturation current was more severe
than that at 100C, however the pinch-off voltage degraded less than 5% and rebounded 8 to 10% greater
than its original value. As in the case of the 100C results, the observed effects were dismissed as a result
ofdefective material. Again, it is felt that the main contributor to the degradation of the devices is the
contact resistance. However this does not explain the increase in the pinch-offvoltage, which implies an
increase in the space charge density, i.e., doping density.
As a result of the unexplained degradation with time, and the fact that the device electrodes had been
reworked, no further life testing was conducted on this lot of devices. It was felt that any information
obtained would be tainted by the question ofmaterial quality. Further study of this degradation effect is
necessary to make any solid conclusions as to the source of the effect, and a new lot of devices should be
obtained to determine if the observed effects are anomalous. Should the effects prove to be inherent of the
state to the art of SiC device contacts, then these effects must be characterized. Until it can be confirmed
one way or the other, any conclusions based on these results is speculative in nature.
Based on the results of the life testing, it was concluded that a group of devices that had been exposed to
300C for an extended period of time would be included in the third stage of the testing, radiation and
temperature effects. The hope was that the variable effects observed in the life testing would be "burned-
in", and that these devices would provide a clearer picture of the neutron effects to be studied. This
conclusion was supported by repeatable temperature measurements. When repeatedly cycled through
temperatures of room temperature, 100, 200, and 300C, the devices showed relatively little variation in
the measured parameters when compared to samples that had not been previously exposed to the elevated
temperatures. Further, the
"non-burned-in"
samples exhibited a decreasing variability with continued
exposure to high temperatures, again supporting the idea that the temperature effects could be burned into
the devices. In Figure 3-8a, the drain current-voltage characteristics are shown for a typical SiC JFET.
Figure 3-8b shows the extracted parameters for the same device.
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Figure 3-8 - Typical SiC JFETCharacteristics over Temperature
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3.4. Neutron Radiation Testing
One of the potential applications of SiC technology is in the area of space nuclear power sources, where the
semiconductors will be subjected to high radiation doses over long periods of time, and where they must
operate reliably at high temperatures. This application was focused on when evaluating this aspect of the
SiC JFET's capability. Earlierwork with SiC JFETs has shown that, as expected, ionizing radiation effects
are not important with these devices [1] and were not considered for this study. The neutron effects are the
important potential source of radiation degradation in these devices. The reactor used in this study was the
US Army's Aberdeen Pulsed Reactor Facility (APRF), where the devices tested were subjected to
cumulative neutron fluences of 1013, 1014, 5 x 1014, 1015, and 5 x
1015
n/cm2.
The same test setup used in the life tests was transported to the APRF for use in the neutron testing. An
additional controller, switching matrix and HP4145B were used to allow for simultaneous testing of
devices at room temperature and devices at temperature. Other than this addition, there were no other
changes to the electrical evaluation apparatus for this section of the study. The neutron irradiations were
performed with fission spectrum neutrons of the fast burst reactor at APRF. Irradiations were carried out
under steady-state operation of the reactor at 1 to 8 kW. The procedure used for radiating and measuring
the devices is described in the following section.
3.4.1. Procedures
Prior to testing the devices, they were selected based on matched characteristics and placed into three
groups, a test group and two control groups. The first grouping (and closest matched) were the "Test
Group". This group consisted of 10 devices for testing and 10 devices held in reserve. This group was the
main test group, and was to be subjected to the full range of testing activities which included both neutron
exposure and a temperature cycle from room temperature to 300C. The first control group (Control
Group 1) were the next ten closestmatched devices. This group would be exposed to neutron radiation,
but would not be exposed to the temperature cycle. The final group often devices (Control Group 2) were
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not exposed to neutrons, and were only exposed to the temperature cycle. Table 3-3 summarizes the tests
performed on each of the device groupings.
Device Group Burn-In Temp. Exposure Neutron Exposure
Control Group 1A No No Yes
Control Group 1A No Yes No
Test Group A No Yes Yes
Control Group IB Yes No Yes
Control Group 2B Yes Yes No
Test Group B Yes Yes Yes
Table 3-3 - Summary ofthe device groupings evaluated in the neutron testing
Based on the results of the 300C life testing, one halfof the devices were exposed to 300C for 24 hours
to
"burn-in" the temperature effects seen in the life testing. The portion of devices that were not burned-in
were classified as sub-group A and the devices that were burned-in were classified as sub-group B. The
purpose of the six groupings was to provide enough data to understand the true effect of the neutron effects
with temperature. Using the control groups 1A and 2A, and comparing them to control groups IB and 2B,
the neutron effects could be identified and separated from the suspected contact effects. Since control
groups IB and 2B did not seem to exhibit the same temperature response as the A sub-group, it was felt
that Test Group B was representative of the neutron effects in SiC JFETs.
Control group 2 was set aside for testing after the neutron experiment so that the temperature cycle timing
could be duplicated if there were any problems during the test that required an extended period of time at
temperature. The twenty devices making up the test group and control group 1 were measured at APRF, in
line with the neutron testing. The pre and post-irradiation device characterizations were performed using
two HP4145Bs in conjunction with the control programs used in previous portions of the study.
Irradiations were performed using the steady state operation of the reactor at 1 to 8 KW. The exposures
used the central exposure tube ("glory hole") in the center of the reactor, the spectrum in the glory hole is
nearly a true fission spectrum. The longest exposure took approximately 3 hours to attain a fluence of 5 x
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10 n/cm , and the measurement of the devices were conducted within 1 hour of completion of the neutron
exposure.
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Figure 3-9 - Neutron irradiation testingmeasurement cycle
The measurement cycle consisted of a room temperature measurement of all twenty devices, and a
temperature cycle using only the ten test group devices. The temperature cycle included measurements at
100, 200 and 300C and took approximately 2.5 hours to complete. The 2.5 hours includes the time
necessary for attaining and stabilizing the elevated temperatures. An illustration of the measurement cycle
appears in Figure 3-9.
3.4.2. Observations
The results of this study showed that significant degradation in the device parameters did not occur until
fluences greater than
1015
n/cm2. The data also showed that the neutron effect was less significant as the
temperature was increased. Upon careful review of the test and control group data, it was felt that there
was no conclusive evidence that there were any secondary temperature effects for the
"burned-in" devices.
As a result, test group B was the focus of the analysis, and no secondary effects are assumed or accounted
for in the data analysis.
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In Figure 3-10, the neutron irradiation effect is illustrated for room temperature through 300C for neutron
fluences of 1 x 10 and 5x10 n/cm . The drain current vs drain voltage characteristics illustrate the
reduction in the neutron effect as the temperature is increased. The degradation of the devices is due to
neutron induced carrier removal, the rate at which carriers are removed has been determined to be
4.5 0.5
cm"1
in another study [1]. Further analysis of the data from this study will be used to determine
the accuracy of this earlier study.
One of the contributing factors toward the reduction in the effect of neutron induced carrier removal is the
increase in the number of carriers as the temperature is increased and the SiC comes out of freeze out (see
Appendix A). Also the mobility of the devices is decreasing, and the degradation of the electrical
parameters is dominated by the decreasingmobility more than by the effect of carrier removal as the
temperature is increased. At temperatures >300C donors in SiC are fully ionized and the dramatic
decrease in the effect ofneutron induced carrier removal with temperature should level off. However it is
expected to continue to decrease slightly as the effect of the continuously decreasing mobility is a
dominating effect at high temperature. Also, at temperatures >300C there is a potential for detrapping to
occur either from the neutron induced trap sites or from deep donor sites in the band gap of SiC. Not
enough is known about either situation to accurately predict the magnitude of their effects (if any),
however some effect is expected. The result of eitherwould be an influx of carriers and/or a decrease in
the carrier removal rate at that particular temperature which the effect is observed. As work in this area
continues, these effects will be characterized as it becomes necessary.
Though the data shows the greatest change in the characteristics can be seen for fluences >1015 n/cm2, there
are significant effects. The most unusual being the increase in parametric values at room temperature when
exposed to the lowest neutron fluence in this study, 10 n/cm . As seen in Figure 3-11, gm, Idss, and Vpo
all increase between 5 and 10%. It is not until the 10 n/cm level that the parameters degrade to less than
their initial values. The cause of this effect is uncertain. The increase in the parameter's values imply that
there was either increase in carriers (from some unknown source), a sever reduction in parasitic resistances,
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that some damage crystal defect was actually being annealed at the
1013n/cm2
fluence, or some
combination of all three. As with the temperature effects discovered in the life testing, it is uncertain that
the observed effect is inherent to SiC or that it is an anomalous effect due to the second quality nature of
the reworked material used in this study. Further study of another lot of devices is required prior to the
determination of the nature of the effect.
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At higher temperatures the devices behave in the manner observed for the lot of JFETs used in the previous
study [1]; there were no real observable effects until the
1015n/cm2fluence level where the devices begin
to degrade. The devices in this test were less heavily doped than the devices in the preliminary ARL study
[1], and the devices in this study showed amore significant degradation at lower fluences than the earlier
devices. This was an expected result (carrier removal rate is independent ofdoping level, therefore the
higher the doping, the more carriers that will be available and the less significant the removal of some
constant number of these carriers becomes), and it implies that higher doping levels will provide greater
hardness towards neutron radiation. The high critical field for SiC provides for a much higher doping
capability, and future studies will be necessary to determine the maximum useful doping densities available
to SiC for radiation hardening.
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4. RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS
With the conclusion of the first phase of testing, and the analysis of this lot ofdevices for radiation effects,
analysis of the lessons learned and the effectiveness of the techniques are in order. This section will
summarize the results and conclusions of the tests, evaluate the effectiveness of the test design and the test
apparatus, and provide a brief review of the state of the art of SiC as it was at the conclusion of this test.
4. 1. TestResults and Conclusions
The electrical evaluation of the SiC JFETs used in this study showed a large statistical spread in its
electrical characteristics. This is indicative of the current state of SiC semiconductor device processing.
Current processes are difficult to control, and this is reflected in the wide spread of device characteristics
observed for the wafer as well as the 100 device sub-group. Further research in process optimization as
well as SiC material production is necessary before SiC can obtain the level of statistical precision required
for integration in existing and future systems.
Life testing of the SiC JFETs showed that the devices were capable of sustained operation at elevated
temperatures without failure, however there was degradation of the operational capabilities and other
unexplained effects observed. The observed degradation was a permanent effect, and through empirical
analysis it was determined that the effects could be eliminated through a short burn-in period. The cause of
these effects is not known at this time, and it is possible that the effect is anomalous, due to the
complications that arose during the processing of this particular set of devices. This study should be
repeated for a new set of devices to determine the general nature of the observed effect.
Radiation testing of the SiC JFETs showed that the devices maintained operational capability at fluence
levels of 5 x
1015
at the doping density used in this study. It is expected that neutron radiation
hardness is directly related to the doping density, and this study confirms this when compared to a previous
study ofmore highly doped material [1]. Also as expected, the neutron radiation effect was lessened by an
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increase in temperature due to the SiC coming out of freeze-out. Further studies in this area should include
irradiation at temperature, and temperatures exceeding the 300C ceiling used in this study.
4.2. Test Apparatus Performance
The test apparatus was central to the work performed in this study. The apparatus was designed and built
for "more test" than forwhat it was used for. Because the control system was designed and tested for the
use with four different simultaneous measurement environments, and their would be considerable
investment in achieving this (three additional ovens and test fixtures, additional electronic storage capacity
for the increased volume of data). Therefore it is practical to evaluate the methodology to ensure that this
investment is a correct investment.
The physical apparatus was designed for use with operating environments exceeding 650C. All
indications are that the apparatus will be able to perform successfully at this operating temperature but
several modifications to procedures will be necessary. After several tests, the brass connectors in the test
fixture would oxidize and require replacement so that a change in their electrical characteristics would not
bias the results. The oxidation was curious due to the measures taken against its occurrence. The probable
explanation for the oxidation was that the door of the oven was opened frequently at temperature
(especially during the radiation test temperature cycling). At this time the environment would be
contaminated with the ambient atmosphere, and it would be several minutes to purge the chamber with the
overpressurized dry nitrogen supply. If test procedures were altered to allow for complete purging prior to
bringing the oven to temperature, and the requirement that the oven be brought back to room temperature
prior to opening the chamber, this should prevent much of the oxidation problem.
The control system, in combination with the automated data reduction program performed exceptionally
well. The only concern that should be considered before continuing the use of this code to assist in the
analysis of data collected with the automated system, is the accuracy of the assumptions and
approximations made in the data reduction code. All approximations used during data extraction were only
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taken to the second order. For the wide statistical spread of this set of devices the accuracy of the
approximations were not a problem, and during initial design of the data reduction code, hand calculations
showed that the approximations were fairly accurate and should not impact the analysis of the data.
However, as device quality improves, it is expected that the analysis techniques should adapt with it, and
better numerical techniques should be implemented to provide for a more accurate analysis.
4.2.1. Value added to SiC electrical characterization
The testing apparatus, automated data collection and reduction programs proved to be an invaluable set of
tools for testing the SiC devices used in this study. Without the automated data collection tool, the data set
collectedwould not have been possible (200 data points per device per reading). The speed at which data
could be collected allowed for faster turn around with the devices during the radiation testing, shortening
the amount of time required in the reactor facility. The speed at which data could be analyzed initially
provided the ability to reduce the entire radiation test data set before returning from Aberdeen to ARL.
This not only made the data more manageable but it provided a glimpse at the size and scope possible for
future testing.
4.2.2. Transferability ofmethodology
Because the automated data collection tool consisted of commonly available components (a PC, GPIB
Controller Card, HP4145B Parameter Analyzer, and Keithly 708 scanners), and the flexibility to remove
the switchingmatrix from the setup and utilize it as a single test unit setup (as opposed to four
simultaneous units), this tool can be transferred to use as a generic data collection tool. Also, the control
program can be modified to produce any test regime, further simplifying data collection for large data sets.
Because the code is flexible, and because there is a benefit to being able to automate data collection while
characterizing semiconductor devices, the source code has been made available in Appendix D.
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4.3. SiC State of the Art
The renewed interest in SiC has brought it to the level of an emerging technology. This
"new"
technology
offers promise in the areas ofhigh temperature and radiation environments, non-volatile memory
applications power technologies, and input protection. The technology is very immature, and there are
many areas thatmust be improved prior to full integration with existing systems and direct design into new
ones can be achieved. The bulk 6H-SiC process is only capable of 1
"
substrates, which significantly
effects production. As of the fall of 1992, Cree research had demonstrated a 1.75" wafer, and
Westinghouse had demonstrated its ability to produce
2"
wafers. Though the process has advanced to
larger wafer sizes there is still a great deal of defects in any material produced. These defects were
evidenced in the high leakage currents observed for many of the devices, as well as visibly observed on a
raw, unprocessed wafer. Though this is a major step towards integration of SiC technology, the quality of
the wafers will improve as more is learned with each growth cycle.
A more pressing problem is that of SiC contact technology. Unfortunately SiC has proven very difficult to
form ohmic contacts on. Most of the major problems faced in this study were contact related or suspected
ofbeing contact related. The problems with contacts is a major concern, and more research in this area is
required. Another limiting factor with current SiC devices is the device geometry. The technology must
be planarized prior to full scale integration capabilities can be expected. Though this is a serious issue it is
most likely that this will be addressed as a side issue while strides are made in other areas, and it is not a
major stumbling block in future development of SiC technology. A more pressing issue is the lack of
packaging technology for SiC. Though SiC can be packaged using standard procedures designed for other
semiconductor technologies, there is a need for packaging to comply with the higher temperatures that SiC
devices will be expected to operate. Until this issue has been addressed any advancements in SiC will be
limited by its packaging. Another, non-material, issue is the qualification tests used to determine the life
time of SiC. If SiC is expected to operate at 600C for ten years, what tests are necessary to determine if
the SiC devices will be viable for ten years. Initial investigation of currentmethods in reliability
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determination show that these methods may be inadequate for SiC technology. Testingmethodologies
must be developed to predict with some degree of certainty what the operational limits of the SiC devices
used in future applications.
SiC is an emerging technology that, despite its current problems, has proven to have exceptional thermal
properties. Many of the problems faced today are not insurmountable, and don't require a major
breakthrough to leap into the next level ofunderstanding. Instead, many of the above problems are simply
addressed as they become a concern. As attention is focused on each area of concern, and more about SiC
is understood, improvements have tended to come swift. The technology is advancing at a rate that will
have the first SiC components integrated into existing systems by 1995, and full integration can be
expected to follow soon after. However, the work is labor intensive, and without proper funding levels SiC
could flounder at its present level of sophistication as it had from 1973 through the late 1980's when
interest was resumed.
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6. APPENDICIES
6. 1. Appendix A - Data Reduction Program
The purpose of this appendix is to provide the reader with a better understanding of the data reduction
algorithms used in this study. This appendix also includes a tutorial for the data reduction program written
for use with the data recorded in this study. This version's output is consistent with Harvard Graphics
import format, and can be modified for use with Microsoft Excel. Future versions of the program will
produce data files consistent with both programs.
In Section 3, the five parameters of focus were introduced. For convenience, the electrical parameters we
focused on in this study are repeated here. They were the transconductance (gm), the pinch-off voltage
(Vp0), the drain/source saturation current (Idss), and the drain and gate leakage currents (Idl and Igj
respectively). The methods used to obtain these values were described in section three, and will not be
repeated here. However, the data reduction code did extract additional parameters for use in initial circuit
models, and the methods used to extract these parameters appear in the following section.
6.1.1. Extraction of SPICE Parameters for the SiC JFETs
Part of the goals of the ARL study was to provide the ground work for circuit and system design using SiC
semiconductor devices, there is an interest in developingmodels to assist in the understanding of the
function of these devices. It was felt that the most established and understood model for use with circuits
was SPICE. The modeling of the JFET in SPICE is well documented [20-21], and derivations of the
modeling equations are readily available from a number of sources [18, 22-24]. The extraction techniques
for SiC JFETs remains unchanged from the Si JFETs, that SPICE was designed to model.
Because SPICE is an integrated circuit simulator, its models are based on the premise that the devices
being modeled are integrated using a planar process. The cross section of the device model used for a
JFET in SPICE is shown in Figure 6-1.
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Source Gate Drain
Figure 6-1 - SPICE JFETCross Section
Table 6-1 details the SPICE parameters used to characterized the JFET, and the method of determination of
each.
Parameter Description Units Determination Method
RD Drain Resistance Q Calculated
RS Source Resistance Q Calculated
PB Gate Junction Potential V Calculated
CGD Zero bias gate/drain junction capacitance F Calculated
CGS Zero bias gate/source junction capacitance F Calculated
BETA Transconductance parameter A/V2 Parameter Extraction
VTO Threshold voltage V Parameter Extraction
LAMBDA Channel length modulation parameter y-1 Parameter Extraction
IS Gate junction saturation current A Direct Measurement
FC Forward bias depletion capacitance coefficient Default
KF Flicker noise coefficient Default
AF Flicker noise exponent Default
Table 6-1 - JFETSPICEparameters and determination method
It should noted that the last three parameters listed in the table do not impact most simulations in SPICE,
and are largely ignored because of this reason.
6.1.1.1. Determination ofRD andRS
Because the JFET has no carrier sources or sinks within its structure, the current seen at any cross section
of the device (across the channel) is the same at any point in the device. Assuming the device has a
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constant carrier density across the entire region of the current path, then the resistance is defined as shown
in Equation 6-1.
R =(ftNDq) Equation 6-1
Where L is the length of the region in question, Z is the width and W is the depth of the region. In the case
of the drain/source resistance, L would remain the length, Zwould represent the width of the drain/source
contact, and IFwould be the distance from the contact to the edge of the channel. For the Cree JFET
structure, the drain/source resistance will be the respective contact resistance plus the area under the
contact to the edge of the depletion region. Because the area to the edge of the depletion region will
change with the drain to gate bias, a nominal bias scheme must be used when calculating these resistance.
Until fabrication processes can be better controlled, any calculated value for these parameters should be
used with the assumption that they are inaccurate.
6.1.1.2. Determination ofPB (faj)
The determination of the SPICE parameter PB (<pol) is a straight forward calculation of the junction
potential ofp-n junction. This equation, which is derived in several available sources, follows:
kT NAND
V >SiC '
Equation 6-2
Where N^ and Nr> are the doping densities of thep and n materials, and ni is the intrinsic doping density of
the substrate. The variable Tis temperature, k is Boltzmann's constant, and q is the electron charge in
coulombs. This equation also assumes an abrupt junction.
6.1.1.3. Determination ofCGD and CGS
The Cree device structure provides for a simple method to estimate the gate to drain and gate to source
capacitance. As seen in Figure 2-3, the gate of the Cree JFET is directly below the drain and source.
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Neglecting any fringe effects, the gate-drain and gate-source junction areas are equal to the area of the
drain and source contacts. The equation for junction capacitance appears in Equation 6-3.
c=kMlcoA Equation 6-3
J W
Where A is the area of the junction, W is the depletion width kgiC is the dielectric constant of SiC.
Measurements can be made to confirm this calculation by tying the drain and source together and
measuring the capacitance between the gate and the drain/source. This method can also be used to confirm
the correlation of SiC capacitors to Si capacitors, the relationship for Si appears in Equation 6-4
1
C = C 0 r Equation 6-4
( V V
v (pbl )
In this equation, Va is the applied voltage, and Cm is the value ofCj when Va = 0. The exponent 1/2 is a
function of the grading of the junction, and any deviations that SiC junctions may have from this
relationship may be attributed to the grading exponent. Ifmeasurements taken do show a difference, then
the value of this exponent must be modified in SPICE.
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6.1.1.4. Determination ofBETA and VTO
Square Root ofDrain Current
(SQRT(mA))
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-10 -6 -4
Gate Voltage (V)
Figure 6-2 - Method ofextraction ofBETA and VTO
The determination of the transconductance parameter and the threshold voltage can be accomplished by
plotting the gate source voltage against the square root of the drain current, as shown in Figure 6-2. The
slope of the curve is the square root ofBETA and the threshold voltage is the point where the extrapolated
curve crosses the x-axis (the same procedure used for determining the threshold voltage in section 3).
6.1.1.5. Determination ofLAMBDA
The determination of the channel length modulation coefficient also uses parameter extraction from the
device I-V characteristics. The plot shown in Figure 6-3 is that of the drain/source voltage versus the
drain/source current. Lambda is extracted be determining Idss (the ideal saturation current), taken in this
case as the current at Vd= VTO. The value G0 is the conductance of the device in saturation, and
LAMBDA is defined as the conductance divided by the ideal saturation current.
LAMBDA =
Go
dss
Equation 6-5
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Figure 6-3 - Determination ofGo
6.1.1.6. SPICEParameters FC, KF, andAF
At this time, is has not been determined how much of an impact these parameters have on the overall
model at this time. However, these values will come into play when SiC is ready for integration into
existing systems. These parameters will be addressed as the timing becomes more appropriate.
6.1.2. Tutorial for Using Data Reduction Program
This tutorial will not provide a step by step method of operation for the data reduction program. Instead it
will only provide a brief overview of the capabilities and intentions of the program. This is due to the
dynamic nature of the program, and the fact that it is menu oriented with all features clearly displayed. The
only warning provided here is to be sure thatwhen the data path is entered (option 5), that all data paths
end in a backslash (\), following the same convention as previous.
The primary screen does all parameter extraction on single files, and groups of files with the same
extensions. It also will do statistical analysis of data files set up in a format of device number, threshold
voltage, drain saturation current, transconductance, gate leakage voltage, and drain leakage voltage. A
device number greater than 999 is used to signal the end of a file.
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The special functions option will give the user access to another set ofmenu items that include the ability
to select a device from a group file (described above), extract I-V characteristics, extract spice parameters,
and enter a DOS Shell.
This program is in a constant state of flux, and any tutorial would be inappropriate. Instead the program
provides any on-line documentation necessary for use. If finalized version is ever produced, a tutorial will
be included at that time. The Appendix D will include the code for the latest version of the program at the
time of completion of this report.
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6.2. Appendix B - Data Collection Control Program
The program implemented in control of the test apparatus used in this study is stored as an executable file
under then name RUNSIC.EXE. The version used is 2.0 (version 1 .0 was used for preliminary
characterization, and did not include any ability to change the program variables without recompiling), and
implements the use of two configuration files to allow the user to make on-line changes in the
configuration of the setup. Prior to stepping through the procedure for using the program, the purpose and
use of the two configuration files will be discussed.
6.2.1. Configuration File #1 - CONFG.SIC
The CONFG.SIC file contains all the information about the type of test being run, and the user has the
ability to edit the file before and during the execution of the program. CONFG.SIC is only four lines long,
but it contains critical information to tell the program which subroutines to implement, where to store the
data, and how to designate the extension of the file.
1 . The first line in the file contains a single character that represents the main function of the test. If
this character is a zero (0), it calls upon the switching matrix routines and the test is automated. If
the character is a one (1), or any other character that is not zero, then the program will run a stop
routine after each test and prompt the user to restart the test to allow for manual switching of
devices.
2. The second line also contains a single character, and represents the number of switching matrices
being implemented. This version will support a maximum of four devices, and the character must
be one of the numeric characters between one and four (1,2,3,4).
3. The third line is the DOS path designation for the directory that the data will be stored in. At a
minimum, the path must contain the drive and a backslash (\). In cases where amore elaborate
path is required, any number of directories may be used as long as the backslash character is the
final character and the total character count for the path does not exceed 45 characters.
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4. The fourth line is the extension of the data files that will be saved during the test run. This line is
only used if line one does not equal zero (otherwise, the automated features of the program will
determine the extension of each data file). The line must contain a period and one character at a
minimum, and three characters at a maximum (".XXX").
Unfortunately, DOS is somewhat unforgiving, and if the restrictions applied to lines three and four are not
observed, the program may crash or send data to an unexpected area of the hard drive. The program will
step the user through setting up this configuration file, so that someone unfamiliar with this program is not
required to alter this file with an editor. An example of the layout of the file appears below, any
information that is not normally part of the file will be in italics.
1 (Indicates manual test)
2 (Indicates 2 matrices)
C:\EXAMPLES\DATAFILE\ (Data Path)
.EDF (File Extension)
Example 6-1 - Example ofthe CONFG.SIC/i/e
6.2.2. Configuration file #2 - *.MAT
This file contains all the information that the program requires to select test algorithms and naming
conventions. One *.MAT file is required for each matrix used in the test. The file contains the number of
devices in the matrix, the temperature of the matrix, and the type and ID number of the devices. The
information is arranged in a two column format.
1 . The first line contains all the setup information. In the first column is the value representing the
number of devices in the matrix. Since the testing apparatus was developed for a maximum often
devices, the only valid numbers are between 1 and 10. Any other values will crash the program.
The second column contains the value representing temperature in C. Any positive temperature
between 1 and 999 is valid, all other values may cause an unpredictable naming of the data files
and cause the loss ofdata.
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2. The second line, and all following lines (up to nine more) contain the device identification
information. The first column is a single character representing the type ofdevice being tested.
The only valid characters are
"M"
and "J", with the "M" representing MOSFET devices and the
"J"
representing JFET devices. The second column represents the ID number of the device, and is
an integer between 1 and 999. All other numbers are invalid, and may cause an unpredictable
naming error to occur and the loss ofdata. It should be noted that each device ID line represents a
location in the matrix. The first ID line is matrix location 1 and the second matrix location 2 and
so on.
Unlike CONFG.SIC, this configuration file requires the user to produce the file prior to execution of the
program. If one has not been created, the program will step through the information above and provide the
user with an example file, then place the user in a DOS shell to create the file. The program cannot operate
without this file. The *.MAT files are also user namable, since for multiple matrices the program requires
multiple *.MAT files. The only naming restriction, other than DOS naming restrictions, is that the file must
have a .MAT extension.
The number of devices specified in the *.MAT file tells the program how to setup its internal book keeping
system to accommodate the number of devices. The temperature is used in the data file naming convention
which will be explained later. The device type tells the program which set of test algorithms to implement.
Since this study was unable to focus on MOSFETs, no test algorithms were programmed, however the
infrastructure of the program supports minimal modification requirements to support the testing of
MOSFETs, and both devices (JFETs andMOSFETs) can ultimately be tested in the same matrix on the
same test run. The device ID number, like the temperature, is used in the naming convention to be
explained later. An example of the layout of the file appears below, any information that is not normally
part of the file will be in italics.
13 (Indicates 3 Devicesfor Testing) 100 (Indicates Matrix Temperature of100C) I
J (Indicates JFET) 025 (Device #25, Matrix Location #1) \
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IM (Indicates MOSFET) 754 (Device #754, Matrix Location #2) I
J (Indicates JFET) 003 (Device #3, Matrix Location #3) |
Example 6-2 - Example ofthe *.MATfile
6.2.3. Order ofOperation
The following steps are all that is required to initiate a successful run of the program. For more detail on
each step, continue reading the next section. Following the next section on operation is a section on what I
feel are the short comings of the program. Ifyou only read one of these two sections, read the final one, as
any over looked problems could lead to a crashed program, or worse lost data. It should be noted however
that the program has reliably collected data for more than 200 tests, and should be expected to operate
sufficiently with no furthermodifications using the following procedure:
1 . Execute program by typing RUNSIC at the DOS command line.
2. Confirm and/or modify the CONFG.SIC file.
3. Indicate the *.MAT file for use with each matrix, and confirm its configuration.
4. Initiate operation following screen prompts.
For more detail on these steps, the reader is urged to continue by reading the next section.
6.2.4. Program Operation
When the program is executed (by typing RUNSIC at the command prompt), itwill read the CONFG.SIC
file, and display the contents on the screen and ask the user if the program configuration is correct. If there
is no CONFG.SIC file available, one will be created, and defaults will be placed in the file and displayed
on the screen. The defaults will only guarantee operation of the program, it is up to the user to ensure that
the correct options are in place. A window will prompt the user for a yes or no response to the query "Is
this configuration correct?". If the displayed information is correct, press return. Ifnot, enter an
"N"
(lower case is also valid) and a menu will be displayed allowing the user to change any one or all
parameters. The menu includes instructions for use and how to indicate that a change is desired. There are
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also error checking routines for each parameter, but remember that the data file path must end with a
backslash (\) or your data may be lost. This query, menu, change, cycle will last until the user indicates
that the configuration is correct.
The next step is to provide the program with the name of the configuration file containing the matrix
information. This information will be prompted for on a menu offering three choices. The first choice is
to use the DEFAULT.MAT file. This file is created by the program by copying the *.MATf\\e used for the
number 1 matrix, however, the user can also pre-edit this file to speed up configuration of the test. The
second choice is to name the file to be used to configure the matrix. This file must fit all DOS naming
conventions and have the .MAT extension. If there is an error, the program will list all *.MAT files in the
current working directory and restate the request for the name of the file the user wishes to implement.
The third option is to exit into a DOS Shell so that the user can create a *.MAT file.
All options will display the matrix specified by the file used and ask the user to confirm its use. If the
matrix specified is incorrect, the process will restart and continue in this fashion until all matrices used in
the test are satisfactory.
Once the test configuration has been established, the program pause and request the user to initiate the
execution of the test. If the user has selected the automated test option, the program will not require
anymore interaction. The manual test option will pause the test after each device to allow the user to
switch the matrix settings between device runs. Both test modes provide a status window to inform the
user ofwhere in the current matrix the test is taking place, and at what stage of testing that device is. Upon
completion of each device testing, the data will be copied into a data file under the following naming
convention:
nnnTccc.EXT
Where the D and the T are stand for
"Device"
and
"Temperature"
respectively, n indicates the device ID
number and c indicates the matrix temperature, both from the *.M4:Tfile for the matrix under test. The
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EXT is the file extension indicated in the CONFG.SIC file, and the data file will be transferred from the
working directory to the directory indicated in CONFG.SIC file's data path.
6.2.5. Program Shortcomings
Though this program has operated successfully, there are still several quirks thatmust be
considered when operating. If the user chooses to pre-edit the configuration files, they must be
sure that they are correct in form and content. There is very little error checking of these files
(only during interactive modifications is there any), and any mistakes could mean a program crash
or data loss. If there are future versions of this program, it is intended that more error checking
will be included, however for now it cannot be stressed enough to be sure that this data is correct.
Because early on in this study the MOSFETs were eliminated from consideration, there are no
MOSFET testing subroutines. There is however the programming infrastructure set up to allow
inclusion in the future.
At this time there is no way to alter the automated timing sequences without altering the source
code and recompiling. This was an oversight due to the reduced importance placed on the life
testing portion of the study, and the manual portion of the code was more fully developed. Any
future versions will include provisions for on line timing adjustments.
There have been a few instances where the HP4145B will "hang" during operation. There is no
explanation for this, except that it has only occurred with one unit and no others. If this does
occur, note that all data for devices completed prior to the fault has been recorded and restart the
program proceeding from where the fault occurred.
The data recording method used for this program reads the data from the HP4145B into a huge
array. This is inefficient, and uses huge blocks ofmemory. Future versions will include alternate
recording methods.
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6.3. Appendix C - Additional Testing
The purpose of this task was to establish a solid perception of the state of the art in SiC semiconductor
device technology. The life and radiation tests alone are enough to complete this task, however smaller
scale tests and endeavors in other areas are necessary to provide a more complete understanding of the
material. These tests were primarily "adhoc", and were not always conducted in the most controlled
manner, or the results were inconclusive and require further testing to support the conclusions. However,
the observations of these
"tests"
provide an insight into the characteristics of SiC that should be explored in
a future study. Among these tests include failure testing, leakage current measurements (to 600C), C-V
measurements to determine the doping density of the material. These tests provided greater insight into the
state of the art of SiC that could not have been determined from the main tests of this study.
6.3.1. Failure Testing
During the preliminary design and test phase of the parallel op-amp design effort, the op-amp team
reported that one of their original ten devices had failed, and requested a replacement. Soon after they
reported another failure, followed by two more failed devices. They reported that the devices had
experienced an intermittent failure during power up prior to complete failure.
In response, we attempted to repeat the failure by wiring five devices to draw a maximum current of25
mA (Vd=20 V; Vg = 0 V). Since all of the devices used had an Idss < 25 mA, the devices were ensured to
be highly stressed. It was expected that a failure similar to that reported by the op-amp design team would
be seen within a short period of time. Despite the devices exhibiting external temperatures > 100C, they
maintained operational through a period of 35 days before the test was terminated upon learning the actual
reason for the reported failures. Additionally, post stress test measurement of the devices revealed that
their parameters had shifted in amanner concurring with the life test data for 100C, and it was concluded
that the prolonged stressing of the devices had no measurable effect for this particular test.
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The four devices that had failed were returned to ARL for further analysis. The Id vs Vdmeasurements for
the devices exhibited the same curve for all levels of gate voltage (the measured range was
-20 V < Vg < 20 V). The current levels at Vd= 15 V were consistent with the preliminary test results for
these devices when Vg = 0 V. This type of effect is consistent with a
"floating"
gate, where there is no gate
connection to the device, and it was concluded that the gate had failed causing an open; indicating that the
device had somehow been removed from its mount.
Following this assumption, the four devices were taken to the micro electronics facility for further analysis.
A device was chosen at random and its "can" (the package lid) was opened. Working under the
assumption that the devices had floating gates, we expected to see the backside gate contact to have lost its
integrity. Attempts to pry the die from the package showed that this was not the case, the die came loose
but only after a considerable amount of force was applied. A second device's can was opened and the
attempt to pry the die loose provided the same results. The third device opened was examined under a
microscope. This examination revealed that the gate wire bond had been burned open. Re-examination of
the previous two devices revealed that their gate wire bonds had also been burned open in the same
manner.
We then reattached the gate bond wire in the third device and re-measured it. The device returned to its
pre-failure operational levels. The damage observed to the gate wire bond was consistent with a high
current event. Since there was no observable damage to the device consistent with this analysis, the only
available conclusion was that the current was sinked by something other than the device itself. This is
possible since the gate is a backside contact, and for this particular package, the gate was connected to the
external portion of the package. Any accidental contact with the external portion of the package could lead
to a short between that accidental contact and the gate bias level. If this were to occur with the positive
power supply, for instance, it would mean a short between the supply and a level < 0 V resulting in the
observed effect. The fourth unopened device had its gate reattached externally by attaching the gate lead to
the external case via a jumper. The results were the same, the device returned to its pre-failure levels. The
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conclusion of this examination is that the devices had not failed, instead the failure was a direct result of
inadvertent shorting of the device during circuit construction and testing.
6.3.2. High Temperature Leakage Current Measurement
Despite the 350C maximum temperature rating on the imposed on the TO-46 packages used in this study,
it was felt that the packages would be able to withstand short term testing at 600C. It should be
understood that the devices were in the furnace for a period of no less than 3 hours at temperatures greater
than the 350C rating (this was due to the 20 minutes to reach 600C and stabilize, take measurements, and
cool down without exposing the test fixture to ambient atmosphere). Four devices were selected for their
room temperature leakage characteristics, and were measured at 100C steps. The typical characteristic for
the four devices appears in Figure F6-4.
1.00E+00
1.00E-01
U
.s
(T = 600C)
(T = 500'
-20 -15 -10
Gate Voltage (V)
Figure 6-4 - Observed leakage current measurements up to 600C
The leakage current increases from the nano-amp range to tenths ofmilli-amps at 600C, however it should
be realized that these devices are large (gate width is 1mm) and that the leakage would scale with the size
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of the device. The leakage is due primarily to defects within the material (as well as increases in carrier
density with temperature), and is expected to improve as material quality improves with no other changes
with the current device structure.
6.3.3. SiC C-V Measurements
-15 -10
Gate Voltage (V)
Figure 6-5 - SiC 1/C^-Vmeasurementsfor room temperature, 100, and200C
During the writing of the neutron effects paper for the Nuclear Science and Space Radiation Effects
Conference [1], the question ofjustwhat a C-V measurement in SiC represents was raised. In Si and GaAs
at room temperature the material is out of "freeze-out", where all their donor atoms are fully ionized. This
is not the case for SiC. SiC is still in freeze-out at room temperature. The C-V measurement is typically
thought of as measuring the free carrier concentration and is used to measure the doping level. In Si and
GaAs the two are essentially the same. In SiC the free carrier concentration is anywhere from 20 to 60%
less than the doping level. It was felt by Cree that the C-V measurement was indicating the carrier
concentration, however this was not consistent with the results observed in this study where itwas
considered that the C-V measurement indicated the doping density.
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The issue was resolved by taking C-V measurements above room temperature. The hypothesis was that if
the curves indicated no change in the carrier density, then they were in fact measuring the doping density.
An example of
1/C2
versus V curves taken at room temperature, 100, and 200C are shown in Figure 6-5.
The parallel curves indicate that there is no change in the carrier density, and that the measurement
indicates the doping density. Analysis of the C-V data also indicates that there is a discrepancy between
the doping density and channel depth reported by Cree, and what the actual values may be. In all devices
measured, the capacitance was too large for the channel depth and doping density reported by Cree. The
doping density was confirmed, and due to the agreement of several devices that the capacitance was too
high, itwas concluded that the channel depth must be different from what Cree was reporting it to be.
Though this analysis is agreed upon in practice at ARL, there are differing opinions among the members of
the SiC community. Because there is surprisingly little data in this area for SiC, there is a need for this
area to be explored further.
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6.4. Appendix D - Source Code
6.4.1. Data Reduction Program
The source code which follows in the next several sub-sections is provided to provide complete and
comprehensive documentation of the effort expended in this study. The code was written for the Microsoft
C compiler (written using version 6.0, but successfully compiled under version 7). The code is
documented and straight forward, and the algorithms used should be easily transferable to other
applications.
The code was broken down in several files, and each file will be presented with a new subheading.
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6.4.1.1. File: REDHED
+++++FILE: "REDHED. H"+++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++
This file is the header file for the data reduction routines run under the executable
filename "RUNRED". At this time (1APR92) there is no other documentation other than this
introduction. The box is only to make this code easier to read, and the normal symbols
for comments are implemented, but only in the right margin and are out of sight.
This program was written for the purpose of reducing the data collocted for the SiC
program. It will extract the pinchoff voltage, saturation current, maximum
transconductance, and the leakage currents. It also has the option to extract the SPICE
parameters using techniques for Silicon technology. The program produces columnar data to
be used by other graphical programs . The format of this data depends upon choices made by
the user. The choices will be documented with the rest of the code at a later date.
The format of the source code is rather simple. This is the only header file for the
program, so there is less confusion. The main program is located in its own file, with
only a keyboard entry routine included with it. Any functions called by the main program
are considered "Main Program Subroutines", and are located in a file with any other
functions that it may call . In a seperate "utility" file will be functions called by more
than one main program subroutine . The names of the files are shown in the function
declaration header below. ALL file MUST be linked together for the proper execution of
the program. If any are left out, that operation that is excluded will not run. If the
utility file is left out, no options will operate.
PROGRAM NAME: RUNRED
EXTERNAL LIBRARIES USED: CXL
AUTHOR: Robert E. Oakley; BAH
SOURCE LANGUAGE: VERSION: 2.1
DATE : 1APR92
*/
#include
tinclude
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
tinclude
tinclude
tinclude
#include
?include
<conio.h>
<ctype .h>
<dos.h>
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
<string.h>
<cxldef .h>
<cxlkey .h>
<cxlstr .h>
<cxlvid.h>
<cxlwin.h>
<direct .h>
#define CURVNUM 9
-User Defined Structures */
struct paraData
{
int dev;
float vto;
float gmax;
float Idss;
float Igl;
float Idl;
float beta;
float rd;
float rs;
float lambda;
}outData;
unsigned char gPath[75];
-Global Variables- -*/
/*
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-Main Program ("RUNRED. C") Functions-
void getAns(int *val).
-Subroutine ("RED1.C") Functions-
void makeFile (void) ; /*Main Program Subrountine*/
void cleanStr (unsigned char *cStr, unsigned char *ext) ;
void getdSet (unsigned char *ext, int *num| ;
void singleCalc (int spec);
void scrData (void) ;
-Subroutine ("RED2.C") Functions
/*Main Program Subrountine*/
Subroutine ("RED3 .C") Functions -
void statAnly (void) ; /*Main Program Subrountine*/
void getstat (float *val, float *mean, float *sd,int num) ;
void goAnalyze (unsigned char *fName);
void statFile (unsigned char *fName) ;
-Subroutine ("RED4.C") Functions-
/*Main Program Subrountine*/void specAnly (void) ;
int askEm(int numl,int num2) ;
void compMenu(int * choice ) ;
void compResults (int *ok) ;
void devSelec (void) ;
void doComp(int choice, float max, float min) ;
void getDevFile (int *ok) ;
void getMaxMin (int choice, float *max, float *min,int sure);
void getOutFile (void) ;
void getSpec(int *val) ;
void spec3n4 (int specNum) ;
void spiceCalc (int spec);
void spiceData (void) ;
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
/*
*/
void reconfig (void) ;
-Subroutine ("RED5.C") Functions
/*Main Program Subrountine*/
-Subroutine ("REDUT.C") Functions-
/*
*/
void calcGKFILE *fPtr) ;
void calcGm(FILE *fPtr,int spec, unsigned char *fpath) ;
void calcVto(FILE *fPtr,int spec) ;
void getDev(FILE *fPtr) ;
float getDl (float *fData, float delta);
void getfData (FILE *fPtr, float *fData,int tNum, int cNum) ;
void getfdLog( float *fData, float *fdLog) ;
void getfdPrimel float *fData, float *fdPrime, float h) ;
float getGl (float *fData, float delta);
int getSteep (float *fdPrime) ;
int getStrate( float *fdPrime) ;
void goCalc (unsigned char *dFile, int spec) ;
void initFile (unsigned char *fName) ;
float lsqG(float *fData) ;
float lsqL (float *fData) ;
float lsquares( float *fData,int mid, float delta, int spec),
void mkbwBord(int len,int styl,int loc) ;
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/*
+++++END FILE "REDHED. H"+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.1.2. File: RUNRED.C
+++++FILE: "RDNRED.C"++++++++++ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This file contains the main program and all main program specific functions required to
execute the program "runred" which is a data reduction program. This program was designed
to be used in conjunction with the program "runsic", taking the data files produced from
that program and reducing them into useful data. The program is text menu driven, and is
modular to provide for additional functions without major revisions required.
The program reduces the data to the "Cree" data set (Vpo, Idss, Gm, Igl, and Idl) . The
program also provides for the SPICE parameter extraction of the JFETs. The program can
also provide statistical analysis of a given set of devices as well as selecting devices
based on criteria input by the user.
All routines in this file were written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH.
?include "redhed.h"
-Begin RUNRED Main Program-
This is the main program and main menu for the program.
*/
main ( )
{
FILE *conf;
int ans;
int max = 74;
conf = fopen("REDCONF.CNF","r") ;
fgets (gPath,max, conf) ;
fclose (conf) ;
system)
"els" ) ;
mkbwBord(10,0,4) ;
printf ("BEGIN SIC DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM");
mkbwBord(10,0, 4) ;
printf ("\n\n\n\n\n\npress any key to begin.
waitkey ( ) ;
system(
"els" ) ;
do
{
getAns (sans) ;
switch ( ans )
');
XgetAns internal to RUNRED.C*/
(
case 1:
makeFile ( ) ;
break;
case 2:
singleCalc(O) ;
break;
case 3:
statAnlyO ;
break;
case 4:
specAnly ( ) ;
break;
case 5:
reconfig ( ) ;
break;
default :
printf ("\n\n\n") ;
mkbwBord(10,0,4) ;
printf ("EXIT PROGRAM press any key to return to DOS").
mkbwBord(10,0,4) ;
break;
}
if (ans != 6 )
{
printf ("\n\ndone press any key");
XmakeFile in RED1.C*/
XsingleCalc in RED2.C*/
XstatAnly in RED3.C*/
XspecAnly in RED4.C*/
Xreconfig in RED5.C*/
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}
waitkey ( ) ;
}
while ( ans !=
waitkey () ;
systemC'cls") ;
return 0;
6 );
-End RUNRED Main Program-
-Begin Function getAns-
This function is the Main Menu.
void getAns(int *val)
{
unsigned char ans [2], hash;
hash = 186;
system( "els")
mkbwBord(16,0
printf ("M A I
mkbwBord(16, 0
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ( "
Ic\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ("%c
%c\n"
, hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ("%
Ic\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n"
, hash, hash)
printf
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
1) Specify files for data reduction, and
1);
N MENU OPTIONS");
2);
printf ( "%c
save to disk
printf ("%c
2) Specify a single file for data reduction and print to screen
printf ( "%c
3) Specify a file from option 1) for statistical analysis
printf ("%c
printf ("%c 4) Run a specially coded routine
printf ( "%c
5) Examine and/or change the path to("%c
printf ("%c 6) Exit the
data files
printf ("%c
program
printf ("%c
%c\n", hash, hash)
mkbwBord(65,0,3) ;
printf ("\n\nEnter 1 thru 6: ");
inputsf (ans, " ! R! <123456> ! R! ") ;
*val = atoi (ans) ;
}
End Function getAns */
+++++END of FILE "RUNRED.C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
*/
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6.4.1.3. File.REDUT.C
+++++FILE: "REDUT.C"+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This file contains all non-specific calculation routines implemented in this program.
All routines in this program were written by Robert E. Oakley
?include "redhed.h"
Begin Utility Function calcGl
| This function controls the calculation of the gate leakage. |
void calcGKFILE *fPtr)
{
float fData[101] , delta;
int tNum, cNum;
tNum = 4;
cNum = 7;
delta = (float) 0.1;
getfData (fPtr, fData, tNum, cNum) ;
outData.Igl = getGl (fData, delta) ;
*/
/*
*/
End Utility Function calcGl-
-Begin Utility Function calcGm
| This function calculates the transconductance. |
*/
void calcGm(FILE *fPtr, int spec, unsigned char *fPath)
{
FILE *sPtr;
float fData [101] , fdLogtlOl] , fdPrime [101] , delta, Gmax [6]
float gfs,gfsOB;
int steep, tNum, cNum, i;
tNum = 1;
cNum = CURVNUM;
delta = (float) 0.2;
getfData (fPtr, fData, tNum, cNum) ;
outData. lambda = lsqL (fData) ;
getfdLog (fData, fdLog) ;
getfdPrime (fdLog, fdPrime, delta) ;
steep = getSteep (fdPrime) ;
getfdPrime (fData, fdPrime, delta) ;
outData. gmax = fdPrime [steep] ;
outData. Idss = fData [100];
if ( spec == 7 )
{
Gmax[0] = fdPrime [steep] ;
for ( i = 1; i < 6; i++ )
{
sPtr = fopen (fPath, "r") ;
cNum = 10 i;
getfData ( sPtr , fData, tNum, cNum) ;
getfdLog (fData, fdLog) ;
getfdPrime (fdLog, fdPrime, delta) ;
steep = getSteep (fdPrime) ;
Gmax[i] = fdPrime [steep] ;
fclose(sPtr) ;
}
gfsOB = Gmax [0] ;
gfs = lsqG(Gmax);
outData. rs = (gfs - gfsOB) / (gfs * gfsOB) ;
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outData. rd = outData. rs;
}
}
-End Utility Function calcGm-
Begin Utility Function calcVto
| This function calculates the threshold voltage. I
void calcVto(FILE *fptr, int spec)
{
float fData [101] , fdPrime [101] ,fSqu[101] , delta;
int strate, tNum, cNum, z;
tNum = 2;
cNum = CORVNUM;
delta = (float) 0.1;
getfData ( fPtr , fData, tNum, cNum) ;
for ( z = 0; z < 101; z++ )
{
fSqu[z] = (float)sqrt( fabs ( fData[z] ) );
}
getfdPrime (fSqu, fdPrime, delta) ;
strate = getSteep (fdPrime) ;
outData. vto = lsquares (fSqu, strate, delta, spec) ;
outData. Idl = getDl (fData, delta) ;
-End Utility Function calcVto-
-Begin Utility Function getDev-
End Utility Function getDev-
-Begin Utility Function getDl
*/
| This function determines the device that the data represents. |
*/
void getDev(FILE *fPtr)
{
int max , i , duml , dum2 , dum3 ;
unsigned char dumc, dLine [70] ;
max = 69;
for ( i = 0; i < 4; i++ ) fgets (dLine,max, fPtr ) ;
sscanf (dLine, "%i, %c, %i, %i\n", Sduml, Sdumc, &dum2, Sdum3) ;
outData. dev = dum2;
}
/*
This function calculates the drain leakage current.
float getDl (float *fData, float delta)
{
float fIndex, gateV;
int index;
gateV = outData. vto
- 2.0;
flndex = (gateV + 10) / delta;
index = (int) flndex; XINTENTIONAL type cast to truncate flndex*/
if ( index < 0 ) index = 0;
return fData [index] ;
End Utility Function getDl-
-Begin Utility Function getfData
/*
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This function gets the specific data as indicated by the type of test and voltage levels
to be inspected.
void getfData (FILE *fPtr, float *fData,int tNum, int cNum)
{
float dummy;
int astrik,max, INum, xNum, yNum;
unsigned char dByte [13] , dLine [140] ;
astrik = 0;
max = 140;
strcpy (dByte, "0") ;
for ( xNum = 1; xNum < 5; xNum++ ) fgets (dLine,max, fPtr) ;
do
{
fgets (dLine,max, fPtr) ;
if ( dLine [0] == '*' ) astrik++;
}
while ( astrik < tNum ) ;
for ( xNum 0; xNum < 101; xNum++ )
{
fgets (dLine,max, fPtr) ;
INum = 2 + (13 * (cNum - 1) ) ;
for ( yNum = 0; yNum < 12; yNum++ )
{
dByte [yNum] = dLine [INum];
lNum++;
>
dByte [12] = \0 ' ;
strbtrim(dByte) ;
sscanf (dByte, "%f", idummy) ;
fData [xNum] = dummy;
strcpy (dByte, "0") ;
*/
-End Utility Function getfData-
-Begin Utility Function getfdLog-
This function takes the natural log of the data selection.
void getfdLog (float *fData, float *fdLog)
{
int i ;
for ( i = 0; i < 101; i++ ) fdLog[i] = (float) loglO (fabs (fData [i] )) ;
}
*/
-End Utility Function getfdLog-
-Begin Utility Function getfdPrime-
This function takes the derivative of the data selection.
void getfdPrime (float *fData, float * fdPrime, float h)
{
int i;
for ( i = 0; i < 100; i++ ) fdPrime [i] = ( (fData [i + 1] - fData [i] ) / h) ,
fdPrime [100] = -9999;
*/
-End Utility Function getfdPrime-
-Begin Utility Function getGl-
This function calculates the gate leakage.
*/
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float getGl (float *fData, float delta)
{
float flndex;
int index;
flndex = (outData. vto + 10) / delta;
index = (int) flndex; XINTENTIONAL type cast to truncate flndex*/
return fData [index] ;
}
-End Utility Function getGl -
Begin Utility Function getSteep
| This function finds the steepest part of the slope of the selected data. |
int getSteep (float *fdPrime)
{
int i, steep;
steep = 1;
for ( i = 1; i < 100; i++ )
{
if ( fdPrime [steep] < fdPrime [i] ) steep = i;
}
return steep;
-End Utility Function getSteep-
-End Utility Function getStrate-
-Begin Utility Function goCalc-
/*
*/
Begin Utility Function getstrate
| This function finds the straightest part of the slope of the selected data. |
int getstrate (float *fdPrime)
{
float dl,d2;
int i, strate;
i = 60;
strate = i;
dl = (float) fabs (fdPrime [strate] fdPrime [strate+1] ) ;
for ( i = 61; i < 97; i++)
{
d2 = (float) fabs (fdPrime [i] - fdPrime [i+1] ) ;
if ( dl > d2 )
{
strate = i;
dl = d2;
}
)
return strate;
/*
*/
/*
I This function controls the general calculation routines. j
*/
void goCalc (unsigned char *fData, int spec)
{
FILE *fPtr;
unsigned char fPath [95],
strcpy (fPath, gPath) ;
strcat(fPath, fData) ;
fPtr = fopen (fPath, "r") ;
getDev(fPtr) ;
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fclose(fPtr) ;
fPtr = fopen(fPath, "r") ;
calcVto (fPtr, spec) ;
fclose (fPtr) ;
fPtr = fopen (fPath, "r") ;
calcGl(fPtr) ;
fclose(fPtr) ;
fPtr = fopen (fPath, "r") ;
calcGm(fPtr, spec, fPath) .
fclose(fPtr) ;
End Utility Function goCalc-
-Begin Utility Function initFile
This function prompts the user for a data file to be reduced, and checks the file for
validity.
*/
void initFile (unsigned char *fName)
{
FILE *fPtr;
int ok;
unsigned char fPath [30] , temp [50] ;
strcpy ( fPath, gPath) ;
clearkeys ( ) ;
do
{
ok = 0;
strcpy (temp, "dir ");
strcat (temp, gPath) ;
strcat (temp, " /p");
printf ("\n\nlnput the file containing the data: ");
inputs f (fName, " ! RU IXXXXXX! RIWWWWWW" ) ;
strcat (fPath, fName) ;
if ( (fPtr = fopen(fPath,"r") ) == NULL )
{
printf ("\nINVALID FILE\n");
printf ( "Files in this directory are:\n");
system(temp) ;
printf ( "\n") ;
strcpy (fPath, gPath) ;
}
else ok = 1;
}
while ( ! ok ) ;
fclose(fPtr) ;
}
/*
End Utility Function initFile
Begin Utility Function lsqG
| This function calculates the least square slope for the transconductance. |
*/
float lsqG(float *fData)
{
float sumx, sumy, sumxy, sumxx, x, y, det, cl, c2, delta ;
int i,n;
n = 0;
sumx = 0;
sumy = 0;
sumxx = 0
sumxy = 0
delta = 1
for ( i = 0; i <= 3; i++ )
{
x = i * (-1) ;
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y = fData [i] ;
sumx += x;
sumy += y;
sumxx += (x * x) ;
sumxy += (x * y) ;
n++;
}
det = ( (n * sumxx) - (sumx * sumx));
cl = (((sumy * sumxx) - (sumxy * sumx)) / det);
c2 = ( ( (n * sumxy) (sumx * sumy) ) / det) ;
return cl;
/*
-End Utility Function lsqG
Begin Utility Function lsqL
| This function calculates the least square slope for the calculation of Lambda I
*/
float lsqL (float *fData)
{
float sumx, sumy, sumxy, sumxx, x, y, det, cl, c2, delta;
int i,n;
n = 0;
sumx = 0;
sumy = 0;
sumxx = 0;
sumxy = 0;
delta = (float) 0.2;
for ( i = 60; i <= 81; i++ )
{
x = ( i * delta ) 10;
y = fData [i] ;
sumx += x;
sumy += y;
sumxx += (x * x) ;
sumxy += (x * y) ;
n++;
}
det = ( (n * sumxx) - (sumx * sumx) ) ;
cl = (((sumy * sumxx) (sumxy * sumx)) / det);
c2 = ( ( (n * sumxy) - (sumx * sumy) ) / det) ;
return c2;
End Utility Function lsqL-
-Begin Utility Function lsquares
This function calculates the least squares slope for the determination of the pinch-off
voltage.
*/
float lsquares (float *fData,int mid, float delta, int spec)
{
FILE *lsq;
float sumx, sumy, sumxy, sumxx, x, y, det, xlnt, cl, c2;
int i,n,top,bot;
if ( mid > 95 )
{
top = 100;
bot = 90;
)
else
{
top = mid + 5;
bot = mid - 5;
}
n = 0;
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sumx = 0;
sumy = 0;
sumxx = 0;
sumxy = 0;
for ( i = bot; i <= top; i++ )
{
x = ( i * delta ) 10;
y = fData [i] ;
sumx += x;
sumy += y;
sumxx += (x * x) ;
sumxy += (x * y) ;
n++;
>
det = ( (n * sumxx) (sumx * sumx) ) ;
cl = (((sumy * sumxx) (sumxy * sumx)) / det);
c2 = ( ( (n * sumxy) (sumx * sumy) ) / det) ;
xlnt = ( (-1) * cl) / c2;
outData. beta = c2 * c2;
if ( spec == 5)
{
lsq = fopen ("LSQDATA.DAT", "w") ;
for ( i = 0; i < 101; i++ )
{
x = ( i * delta ) 10;
y = cl + ( c2 * x ) ;
fprintf (lsq, "%-15f%15E%15E\n",x,y, fData [i] ) ;
}
fclose (lsq) ;
>
return xlnt;
End Utility Function lsquares-
-Begin Utility Function mkbwBord
This function stylizes the menu displays
void mkbwBord (int len,int styl,int loc)
{
int x;
unsigned char bord, cl, c2, c3, c4, cornl, corn2;
cornl = 0;
corn2 = 0;
switch! styl )
{
case 1:
bord = 196;
cl = 218;
c2 = 191;
c3 = 192;
c4 = 217;
break;
case 2:
bord = 220;
cl = 219;
c2 = cl;
c3 = cl;
c4 = cl;
break;
case 3:
bord = 223;
cl = 219;
c2 = cl;
c3 = cl;
c4 = cl;
break;
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default :
bord = 205;
cl = 201;
c2 = 187;
c3 = 200;
c4 = 188;
break;
}
switch ( loc )
{
case 1:
cornl = cl;
break;
case 2:
corn2 = c2 ;
break;
case 3:
cornl = c3;
corn2 = c4;
break;
default:
/?default is no corners are displayed*/
break;
}
if (
for
if (
(loc ==1) || (loc == 3) ) printf ("%c", cornl) ;
x = 0; x < len; x++ ) printf ("%c", bord) ;
(loc ==2) || (loc == 3) ) printf ("%c\n", corn2) ,
return;
-End Utility Function mkbwBord-
-*/
+++++END FILE "REDUT.C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.1.4. File: RED1.C
+++++FILE: "RED1.C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This file includes routines to examine a group of files with the same extension. The
results are stored to a user specified file. The output file from this option is used
with the statistical analysis option.
?include "redhed.h"
*/
/*
Begin Main Program Subroutine makeFile
This sub-routine will create the file that the data will be stored in, and begin the
analysis of the data
*/
void makeFile (void)
{
FILE *fPtr,*fList;
int fNum, i,max;
unsigned char ext [5] , dName [13] , sName [13] , dirLine [70] ;
system(
"els" ) ;
fNum = 0;
max = 69;
printf ("Enter the name of the file you wish to save data in: ");
inputs f (sName, " !RU !WWWWWW!R!WWWWWW") ;
do
{
printf ("\n\n\n\nEnter the extention of the files you wish to examine: ");
inputs f (ext, " !RU !< . >WW!R!W") ;
printf ("\n\nAll files will be of the form FILENAME%s\n", ext) ;
getdSet (ext, sfNum) ;
if ( fNum == 0 )
{
system!
"els" ) ;
printf ("There are no
\"%s\" extentions try again\n\n\n") ;
}
}
while ( ! fNum ) ;
fPtr = fopen (sName, "a") ;
fList = fopenC'FILELIST.LIS", "r") ;
printf ("\n\n\n\n") ;
hidecur ( ) ;
for ( i = 0; i < fNum; i++ )
{
fgets (dirLine,max, fList) ;
sscanf (dirLine, "%s\n", dName) ;
printf ("Examining File: %s\r", dName) ;
goCalc (dName, 0) ;
fprintf (fPtr, "%i, %E, %E, %E, %E, %E\n", outData.dev, outData.vto, outData. gmax,
outData. Idss, outData. Igl, outData. Idl) ;
printf
(" \r");
]
showcur ( ) ;
fprintf (fPtr, "1000, 999, 999, 999, 999, 999\n") ;
fclose(fPtr) ;
fcloset fList) ;
/*
-End MPSR makeFile
Begin Function cleanStr
;."""
| This function cleans the extra spaces from the file names |
void cleanStr (unsigned char *cStr, unsigned char *ext)
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{
int eNum, place;
stridelaf" ",cStr);
eNum = strlen(ext);
place = strlen(cStr) - (eNum - 1) ,
strins
("
. ", cStr, place) ;
]
/*
-End Function cleanStr
Begin Function getdSet
| This function gets the list of files to be analyzed. I
*/
void getdSet (unsigned char *ext,int *num)
{
FILE *buff,*fList;
int max, fNum, i;
unsigned char cmmd [ 85 ], dirLine [70] , dSet [13] ;
max = 69;
fNum = 0;
strcpy (cmmd, "dir ");
strcat (cmmd, gPath) ;
strcat (cmmd, "*") ;
strcat (cmmd, ext) ;
strcat (cmmd, " > buff. dat");
system (cmmd) ;
fList = fopen("FILELIST.LIS","w") ;
buff = fopen ( "buff .dat", "r") ;
for ( i = 0; i < 3; i++ ) fgets (dirLine,max, buff ) ;
do fgets (dirLine,max, buff ) ;
while ( (buff != NULL) ss (dirLine [0] != 'D') );
if ( dirLine [0] == 'D' )
{
do
{
sscanf (dirLine, "%s", dSet) ;
strcat (dSet, ext) ;
fprintf ( fList, "%s\n",dSet) ;
fNum++;
fgets (dirLine,max, buff ) ;
}
while ( dirLine [0] == 'D' );
}
fclose(buff) ;
fcloset fList) ;
system ( "del buf f . dat" ) ;
*num = fNum;
}
/*
End Function getdSet
*/
+++++END FILE MREDlC,.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.1.5. File: RED2.C
+++++FILE: "RED2.C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This file contains functions that perform the analysis on one data file.
All routines in this file were written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH
?include "redhed.h"
*/
/*
-Begin Main Program Subroutine singleCalc-
This function reduces the data for a specific data file.
void singleCalc (int spec)
{
FILE *spec2, *spec3;
float vt, id, gm, gl, dl;
int hr,y,hour;
unsigned char fName [ 13] , dLife [151] , ans [6] ;
initFi
goCalc
scrDat
switch
{
cas
18E%E\n"
*/
le (fName) ;
(fName, spec) ;
a();
spec )
e 1:
spec2 = fopen ("TIMEDEG.DAT", "a") ;
printf ("\n\nEnter the hour of the test that this reading occured: ");
inputsf (ans,"!R!#!R!###") ;
hour = cvtci(ans);
fprintf (spec2, "%-10i%-18E%-18E%-18E%-
hour, outData .vto, outData . Idss, outData . gmax, outData . Igl, outData . Idl) ;
fclose (spec2) ;
break;
e 2:
spec3 = fopen ("NORMTIME. DAT ", "w") ;
');
of lines in the \"TIMEDEG.DAT\" file:
spec2 = fopenCTIMEDEG.DAT",
printf ("\n\nEnter the number
inputsf (ans, " !R! ? ! R! ???") ;
hour = cvtci(ans);
for ( y = 0; y < hour; y++)
{
fgets (dLife, 150,spec2) ;
sscanf (dLife, "%i %f %f %f %f %f \n", &hr, &vt, Sid, sgm, &gl, sdl) ;
vt = vt / outData. vto;
id = id / outData. Idss ;
gm = gm / outData. gmax;
gl = gl / outData. Igl ;
dl = dl / outData. Idl ;
fprintf (spec3, "%-10i%-18E%-18E%-18E%-18E%-18E\n", hr, vt, id, gm, gl, dl) ;
}
fclose (spec3) ;
fclose (spec2) ;
break;
/*
-End MPSR singleCalc-
-Begin Function scrData-
This function prints the results of a single data file reduction to the screen.
void scrData (void)
printf ( " \n\n\n\n\nDevice ? :
%i\n"
, outData . dev) ;
printf ("Pinch Off Voltage: %E Volts\n", outData. vto) ;
printf ("Drain Current (sat): %E Amps\n", outData . Idss) ;
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)printf ("Max Transconductance: %E Semens\n", outData. gmax) ;
printf ("Gate Leakage Current: %E Amps\n", outData. Igl) ;
printf ( "Drain Leakage Current: %E Amps\n", outData. Idl) ;
-End Function scrData-
+++++END FILE "RED2.C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.1.6. File: RED3.C
+++++FILE: "RED3.C"++++++++ ++ ++++ +++++++ ++++ + +++++++++ +++
This file includes routines for the statistical analysis of the reduced data.
All routines in this file were written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH.
?include "redhed.h"
Begin Main Program Subroutine statAnly
| This function controls the statistical analysis routines.
void statAnly ()
{
unsigned char fName [13];
statFile (fName) ;
goAnalyze (fName) ;
*/
-End MPSR statAnly-
-Begin Function getStat-
This function performs the actual statistical calculations.
void getStat (float *val, float *mean, float *sd,int num)
{
float sum, sqTemp,mTemp, sTemp;
int count;
sum = 0;
for ( count 0; count < num; count++ )
sum += val [count];
}
mTemp = (sum / num) ;
sum = 0;
for ( count =0; count < num; count++ )
{
sqTemp = val [count] mTemp;
sum += ( sqTemp * sqTemp ) ;
}
sqTemp = sum / num;
sTemp = (float) sqrt (sqTemp) ;
*mean = mTemp;
*sd = sTemp;
-End Function getStat-
-Begin Function goAnalyze-
|This function sets up the data for analysis.
void goAnalyze (unsigned char *fName)
{
FILE *fPtr;
float vp [100] , vm, vsd;
float Ids[100] ,im,isd;
float Gm[100] ,Gmm,gsd;
float Igl[100] ,glm,glsd;
float Idl[100] ,dlm,dlsd;
int max, INum, dev;
unsigned char lData[100];
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max = 99;
INum = 0;
fPtr = fopen (fName, "r" ) ,
fgets (lData,max, fPtr) ;
do
sscanf (lData,"%i,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f\n", sdev, &vp[lNum] ,&Gm[lNum] , s Ids [INum] ,slgl[lNum] ,sldl[lNu
m]);
lNum++;
}
while ( fgets (IData,max, fPtr)
getStat (vp, svm, svsd, INum) ;
getStat (Ids, Sim, sisd, INum) ;
getStat (Gm, SGmm, Sgsd, INum) ;
getStat (Igl, sglm, Sglsd, INum) ;
getStat (Idl, sdlm, sdlsd, INum) ;
fclose (fPtr) ;
system("cls") ;
printf ("Parameter
mkbwBord (62, 0,4) ;
printf ( "Pinch off Voltage
printf ( "Saturation Current
printf ( "Maximum Transconduc.
printf ("Gate Leakage Current
printf ( "Drain Leakage Current
NULL ) ;
Mean Standard Deviation\n") ;
%-20.5G %-15.5G\n", vm, vsd) ;
%-20.5G %-15.5G\n",im,isd) ;
I-20.5G %-15.5G\n",Gmm,gsd) ;
%-20.5G %-15.5G\n",glm, glsd) ;
%-20.5G %-15.5G\n",dlm, dlsd) ;
printf ( "\nNumber of devices examined: %i\n",lNum);
-End Function goAnalyze-
-Begin Function statFile-
This function asks the user for the file containing the data to be analyzed and checks it
for validity.
void statFile (unsigned char *fName)
{
FILE *fPtr;
int ok;
clearkeys ( ) ;
do
{
ok = 0;
printf ("\n\nlnput the file containing the data: ");
inputs f ( fName , " ! RU ! XXX ! R !
WWWWWWWWW" ) ;
if ( (fPtr = fopen( fName, "r") ) == NULL )
{
printf ("\nINVALID FILE\n");
printf ("Files in this directory are:\n");
system("dir /p");
printf ( "\n") ;
}
else ok = 1;
while ( !ok );
fclose (fPtr) ;
-End Function statFile-
-*/
+++++END FILE "RED3.C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.1.7. File: RED4.C
+++++FILE: "RED4.C" ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This file contains routines for the "special options" menu, including the special options
menu.
All routines in this file were written by Robert E. Oakley of BAH.
*/
?include "redhed.h"
/*
Begin Main Program Subroutine specAnly
I This sub-routine controls the "special" options. 1
*/
void specAnly (void)
(
int ans;
system) "els") ;
getSpec (Sans) ;
switch ( ans )
{
case 1 :
singleCalc (1) ;
break;
case 2 :
singleCalc (2) ;
break;
case 3:
spec3n4 (3) ;
break;
case 4:
spec3n4 (4) ;
break;
case 5 :
singleCalc (5) ;
break;
case 6:
system( "command") ;
break;
case 7:
spiceCalc (7) ;
break;
case 8:
devSelec ( ) ;
break;
}
return;
]
/*
End MPSR specAnly
Begin Function askEm
| This function control the criteria selection option. |
*/
int askEm (int numl,int num2)
{
int x;
unsigned char query [35] , ans [2] ;
switch ( numl )
{
case 1:
switch (num2)
{
case 1:
strcpy (query, "Pinchof f Voltage") ;
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break;
case 2:
strcpy (query, "Saturation Current") ;
break;
case 3 :
strcpy (query, "Transconductance") ;
break;
case 4:
strcpy (query, "Gate Leakage Current");
break;
case 5:
strcpy (query, "Drain Leakage Current");
break;
)
printf ( "\n\nlf you wish to examine the %s ranges press [1] to examine, \n", query) ;
printf ("or press [2] to continue: ");
break;
case 2:
printf ( "\n\nTo continue the examination press [l],\n");
printf ("but if you wish to exit press [2]: ");
break;
}
inputsf (ans,"!R!<12>!R!" ) ;
if ( ans[0] == '1' ) x = 0;
else x = 1;
return x;
-End Function askEm-
-Begin Function compMenu-
|This function controls the selection options for the criteria selection option.
void compMenu(int *choice)
{
unsigned char ans [2], hash;
hash = 186;
system(
"els" ) ;
mkbwBord (21,0, 1) ;
printf ("S ELECTION
mkbwBord (22, 0,2) ;
%c\n"
, hash, hash) ;
printf ("%c 1)
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
printf ("%c 2)
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
printf ("%c 3)
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
printf ("%c 4)
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
printf("%c 5)
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
0 P T I ON S " ) ;
the pinch off voltage range for
Enter the saturation current range for
Enter the maximum transconductance range for
Enter the gate leakage current range for
Enter the drain leakage current range for
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
printf ("%c
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
6) Do range analysis for all
%c\n", hash, hash) ;
mkbwBord(76,0,3) ;
printf ("\n\nEnter 1 thru 6: ");
of
printf ( "%c
the devices
printf ( "%c
the devices
printf ("%c
the devices
printf ("%c
the devices
printf ("%c
the devices
printf ( "%c
the above
printf ("%c
*/
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inputsf (ans, " ! R! <123456> !R! ") ,
?choice = atoi(ans);
-End Function compMenu-
This
file
function controls the selection based on the criteria and stores the results to a
void compResults (int *ok)
{
float max,min;
int choyc, x;
compMenu ( Schoyc) ;
if (choyc == 6)
{
for ( x = 1; x < 6; x++
(
}
getMaxMin (x, Smax, Smin, 1 ) ;
if (max < 10000) doComp (x,max,min) ;
>
else
{
getMaxMin (choyc, Smax, Smin, 0) ;
doComp ( choyc , max , min ) ;
]
*ok = askEm (2,0) ;
-End Function compResults-
-Begin Function devSelec-
This function determines the status of the criteria selection.
void devSelec (void)
{
int ok;
getDevFile ( &ok) ;
if (ok) return;
do
{
compResults (&ok) ;
*/
while ( ! ok) ;
getOutFileC
-End Function devSelec-
Begin Function doComp
I This function performs the selection based on the criteria.
void doComp (int choice, float max, float min)
{
FILE *aPtr,*bPtr;
float vpo, gmax, iss, igl, idl, duml;
int dev, count, dum2;
unsigned char dLine [100];
duml = 0;
dum2 = 99;
count = 0 ;
aPtr = fopenC'TEMPFILE.TFl", "r") ;
bPtr = fopen("TEMPFILE.TF2", "w") ;
*/
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do
{
fgets (dLine, dum2, aPtr ) ;
sscanf (dLine, "%i,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f\n", sdev, Svpo, sgmax, siss, Sigl, Sidl) ;
if ( dev != 1000 )
{
switch (choice)
<
case 1:
duml = vpo;
break;
case 2:
duml = i s s ;
break;
case 3:
duml = gmax ;
break;
case 4:
if (igl < 0) duml = (-1) * igl;
else duml = igl;
break;
case 5:
if (idl < 0) duml = (-1) * idl;
else duml = idl;
break;
)
if ( (duml >= min) ss (duml <= max) )
{
count++;
fprintf (bPtr, "%s", dLine) ;
}
}
else fprintf (bPtr, "%s", dLine) ;
}
while (dev != 1000) ;
fclose (aPtr) ;
fclose (bPtr) ;
systemC'DEL
TEMPFILE.TF1" ) ;
system ("RENAME TEMPFILE.TF2 TEMPFILE.TF1") ;
if ( count == 1 ) printf ( "\n\nThe evaluation run shows only 1 device meeting the
selection criteria\n") ;
else printf ( "\n\nThe evaluation run shows %i devices meeting the selection
criteria . \n", count) ;
}
/*
End Function doComp
-Begin Function getDevFile
This
sele
funct
ction
ion asks
criteria
the user to specify the file containing the data to be compaired to the
void getDevFile (int *ok)
{
FILE *fPtr;
int num;
unsigned char ans [2] , fName [13] , comm[75] ;
system ( "els") ;
printf ("\n\n\nBefore starting this option, note that it requires an input file
from\n") ;
printf ("the parameter extraction routine operating from option 1 on the main menu.Xn");
printf ("\n\nlf you have not done this yet, press [1] and go complete this operation
now .
" ) ;
printf ("\n\nlf you have done this operation press[2] to continue now.\n\n");
printf ("Enter your choice here: 2\b");
inputsf (ans," ! R! <12> !R! ") ;
if ( ans[0] == 1' )
{
*ok = 1;
return;
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}
else *ok = 0;
printf ("\n\n\n\n") ;
num = 0;
do
{
printf ("Now enter the name of the file containing the device data: "),
inputsf (fName, " !RU !XXXX !R!WWWWWWWW") ;
if ( (fPtr = fopen ( fName, "r") ) == NULL)
{
printf ("\nINVALID FILE NAME\n");
printf ( "Files in this directory are:\n");
waitkeyt(lO) ;
system ("dir /p");
printf ("\n") ;
}
else num = 1;
}
while ( !num) ;
fclose (fPtr) ;
strcpy (comm, "COPY ");
strcat (coram, fName) ;
strcat (comm, " TEMPFILE.TF1 > JUNK. DAT") ;
system (comm) ;
/*
-End Function getDevFile
Begin Function getMaxMin
| This function prompts the user for the selection criteria. |
*/
void getMaxMin (int choice, float *max, float *min,int sure)
{
int goOn;
unsigned char ans [15] , query [35] ;
if ( sure == 1 )
{
if ( (goOn = askEmd, choice) ) > 0)
{
*max = 10000;
return;
}
}
switch (choice)
{
case 1:
strcpy (query, "Pinchoff Voltage in V: ");
break;
case 2:
strcpy (query, "Saturation Current in mA: ");
break;
case 3:
strcpy (query, "Transconductance in mS : ");
break;
case 4:
strcpy (query, "Absolute Gate Leakage Current in nA: ");
break;
case 5:
strcpy (query, "Absolute Drain Leakage Current in nA: ");
break;
}
system ("els") ;
printf ("\n\n\n\nEnter the minimum %s",query);
inputsf (ans,"! R! 9! R! 999999999") ;
sscanf (ans, "%f ",min) ;
printf ("\n\nEnter the maximum %s", query);
inputsf (ans," !R! 9 !R! 999999999") ;
sscanf (ans, "%f ",max) ;
switch (choice)
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case 2:case 3:
*min = (*min) / 1000;
*max = (*max) / 1000;
break;
case 4: case 5:
*min = (*min) / 1E+9;
*max = (*max) / 1E+9;
break;
-End Function getMaxMin-
-Begin Function getOutFile-
This function asks the user for a file to store the selection results in.
void getOutFile (void)
{
FILE *aPtr,*bPtr;
float vpo, gmax, iss, igl, idl;
int dev,max, count;
unsigned char dLine [100] , fName [13] ;
count = 0;
max = 99;
aPtr = fopenC'TEMPFILE.TFl", "r") ;
do
(
fgets (dLine,max, aPtr) ;
sscanf (dLine, "%i,%f,%f,%f,%f,%f\n", Sdev, Svpo, Sgmax, Siss,Sigl,Sidl);
if ( dev < 1000 ) count++;
)
while ( dev < 1000 ) ;
fclose (aPtr) ;
printf ("\n\nPress any key to continue ");
waitkeyt(120) ;
system("cls") ;
printf ("\n\n\n\n") ;
printf ("Enter the name of the output file that you wish to use: ");
inputsf (fName, " !RU !XXXX!R! WWWWWWWW") ;
aPtr = fopenC'TEMPFILE.TFl", "r") ;
bPtr = fopen (fName, "w") ;
fprintf (bPtr, "Total number of complying devices: %i\n\n", count) ;
fprintf (bPtr, "DEV Vpo Gmax Isat\n") ;
fprintf (bPtr, "===================================================\n") ;
do
fgets (dLine,max, aPtr) ;
sscanf (dLine, "%i,%f,%f,%f,%f, %f\n", Sdev, Svpo, sgmax, siss, sigl, sidl) ;
if ( dev < 1000 ) fprintf (bPtr, "%3i%16. 4E%16 . 4E%16. 4E\n", dev, vpo, gmax, iss)
}
while ( dev < 1000 ) ;
fprintf (bPtr , ===================
fclose (aPtr) ;
aPtr = fopenC'TEMPFILE.TFl", "r") ,
fprintf (bPtr, "DEV Igl
fprintf (bPtr , ===================
do
{
=\n\n\n\n") ;
Idl\n") ;
========\n"),
fgets (dLine,max, aPtr) ;
sscanf (dLine, "%i, %f , %f , %f , %f , %f \n", Sdev, Svpo, sgmax, siss, sigl, sidl) ;
if ( dev < 1000 ) fprintf (bPtr, "%3i%16. 4E%16 . 4E\n", dev, igl, idl) ;
=\n");
}
while ( dev < 1000 ) ;
fprintf (bPtr ,
"===============================
fclose (aPtr) ;
fclose (bPtr) ;
system("COPY TEMPFILE.TF1 LASTRUN.TF1 > JUNK. DAT");
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system ("DEL TEMPFILE.TF1'
systemC'DEL JUNK. DAT");
-End Function getOutFile-
-Begin Function getSpec-
|This function is the special options menu.
void getSpec(int *val)
(
unsigned char ans [2], hash;
hash = 18 6;
system! "els")
mkbwBord (18,0
printf ("S P E
mkbwBord (19, 0
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ("%c 1)
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ( "
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ("%c 3) Specify a file and curve to produce the I
%c\n"
, hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ("%
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ( "%c
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ( "%c
%c\n", hash, hash)
%c\n", hash, hash)
printf ( "!
%c\n", hash, hash)
D;
CIAL CODE OPTIONS");
2);
printf ("%c
Specify a single file for data reduction and append to an existing file
printf ( "%c
,-c 2) Specify a file from option 1) to normalize results
printf ( "%c
V curve
printf ("%c
4) Specify a file s curve to append to an existing file
printf ("%c
5) Examine the Vpinchoff extraction method for a specified file
printf ( "%c
printf ("%c 6) Enter the DOS Shell
printf ( "%c
7) Calculate the SPICE parameters using Si extraction techniques
printf ("%c
8) Select devices that meet a specific selection criteria
printf ( "%c
%c\n", hash, hash) ,
mkbwBord(76,0,3) ;
printf ("\n\nEnter 1 thru 8: ");
inputsf (ans," !R!<12345678> !R! ") ;
*val = atoi (ans) ;
}
-End Function getSpec-
- Begin Function spec3n4-
[This function controls the production of an I-V curve from the data file.
void spec3n4(int specNum)
{
FILE *spec3, *spec4;
float fData [101] ,x, temp;
float crvl , crv2 , crv3 , crv4 , crv5 , crv6, volt ;
int tNum, cNum, i;
/*
*/
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unsigned char ans [5] , testFile [13] ,path[76] , dLine [171] ;
strcpy (path, gPath) ;
initFile (testFile) ;
strcat (path, testFile) ;
printf ("\n\nEnter the test number now (1-4): ");
inputsf (ans, " !R!<1234> !R! ") ;
tNum = atoi(ans);
printf ("\n\nEnter the curve number now (1-10): ");
inputsf (ans, " !R!#!R!#") ;
cNum = cvtci(ans);
if ( cNum > 10 )
{
do
{
printf ("\n\nENTER A VALUE <= 10 PLEASE: ");
inputsf (ans, "??") ;
cNum = cvtci(ans);
}
while ( cNum > 10 ) ;
}
spec3 = fopen (path, "r") ;
getfData (spec3, fData, tNum, cNum) ;
fclose (spec3) ;
switch ( specNum )
{
case 3:
spec3 = fopen("SPEC3 .DAT", "w") ;
for ( i = 0; i < 101; i++ )
{
temp = i;
if ( (tNum ==2) || (tNum ==4) ) x = (temp / 10) - 10;
else x = (temp / 5) ;
fprintf (spec3, "%-10f%-18E\n", x, fData [i] ) ;
}
fclose (spec3) ;
systemC'copy spec3.dat cumspec.dat");
break;
case 4:
spec3 = fopen ("CUMSPEC.DAT", "r") ;
spec4 = fopen("SPEC4 .DAT", "w") ;
printf ( "\n\nEnter the number of curves in the cumulative file:");
inputsf (ans, " !R!# !R! #") ;
cNum = cvtci(ans);
for ( i = 0; i < 101; i++ )
{
fgets (dLine, 170, spec3) ;
switch ( cNum )
{
case 1:
sscanf (dLine, "%f %f \n", Svolt, Scrvl) ;
fprintf (spec4, "%-10f%-18E%-18E\n", volt, crvl, fData [i] ) ;
break;
case 2:
sscanf (dLine, "%f %f %f\n", Svolt, Scrvl, Scrv2) ;
fprintf (spec4, "%-10f%-18E%-18E%-18E\n",volt, crvl, crv2, fData [i] ) ;
break;
case 3:
sscanf (dLine, "%f %f %f %f\n", Svolt, Scrvl, scrv2, scrv3) ;
fprintf (spec4, "%-10f%-18E%-18E%-18E%-
18E\n", volt, crvl, crv2,crv3, fData [i] ) ;
break;
case 4:
sscanf (dLine, "%f %f %f %f %f\n", Svolt, Scrvl, Scrv2, Scrv3, Scrv4) ;
fprintf (spec4, "%-10f%-18E%-18E%-18E%-18E%-
18E\n", volt, crvl, crv2, crv3, crv4, fData [i] ) ;
break;
case 5:
sscanf (dLine, "%f %f %f %f %f %f\n", Svolt, scrvl, Scrv2, Scrv3, Scrv4, scrv5) ;
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fprintf (spec4, "%-10f%-18E%-18E%-18E%-18E%-18E%-
18E\n", volt, crvl, crv2, crv3, crv4, crv5, fData [i] ) ;
break;
case 6:
sscanf (dLine, "%f %f %f %f %f %f
%f \n", svolt, scrvl, scrv2, scrv3, scrv4, scrv5, Scrv6) ;
fprintf (spec4, "%-10f%-18E%-18E%-18E%-18E%-18E%-18E%-
18E\n", volt, crvl, crv2, crv3, crv4, crv5, crv6, fData [i] ) ;
break;
}
}
fclose (spec3) ;
fclose (spec4) ;
system ("copy spec4.dat cumspec.dat > obliven. jnk") ;
break;
}
system ( "del spec3 . dat" ) ;
system ("del spec4.dat");
systemC'del obliven. jnk") ;
End Function spec3n4-
-Begin Function spiceCalc
]
*/
| This function controls the calculation of SPICE data from the data file.
void spiceCalc (int spec)
{
unsigned char fName [13];
initFile (fName) ;
goCalc (fName, spec) ;
spiceData ( ) ;
-End Function spiceCalc-
Begin Function spiceData
| This function prints the SPICE data to the screen. |
void spiceData (void)
{
printf ("\n\n\n\n\nDevice ? :%i\n", outData. dev) ;
printf ("VTO: %G\n", outData. vto) ;
printf ("BETA: %G\n", outData. beta) ;
printf ("RD: %G\n", outData. rd) ;
printf ("RS: %G\n", outData. rs) ;
printf ("LAMBDA: %G\n", outData. lambda) ;
printf ("IDS: %G\n", outData. Igl) ;
}
-End Function spiceData-
^++++END FILE ..RED4_c..++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
*/
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6.4.1.8. File: RED5.C
+++++FILE: "RED5.C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This file contains the routines for changing the configuration file.
All functions in this routine were written by; Robert E. Oakley
*/
?include "redhed.h"
/*
-Begin Main Program Subroutine reconfig-
This function displays the current data file path, and offers the user the ability to make
changes to this path. The results are stored in the configuration file.
*/
void reconfig (void)
(
FILE *conf;
int max = 7 4;
unsigned char ans [2];
conf = fopen ("REDCONF. CNF", "r") ;
fgets (gPath,max, conf) ;
fclose (conf) ;
printf ("\n\n\n\nPresent data path is: %s* . *\n", gPath) ;
printf ("\n\nlf this is ok press (1) to change press (2): ");
inputsf (ans, " ! R! <12> !R! " ) ;
if ( ans[0] == '2' )
{
do
{
conf = fopen ("REDCONF. CNF", "w" ) ;
printf ("\nEnter the new data path here: ");
gets (gPath) ;
fputs (gPath, conf) ;
fclose (conf) ;
printf ("\n\nThe new data path is: %s* . *\n", gPath) ;
printf ("\n\nlf this is ok press (1) to change press (2) :
inputsf (ans, " !R!<12> !R! ") ;
}
while ( ans[0] == '2');
}
else printf ("\n\nThe path remains as: %s\n", gPath) ;
-End MPSR reconfig-
+++++END FILE ..RED5_CM++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.2. Data Collection Control Program
6.4.2.1. File: NEWHED.H
/*
+++++FILE:"NEWHED.H"+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
This file is the header file for the test control sequence for the silicon-carbide task.
The program is executable from the executable file "RUNSIC" as of 6APR92 there is no
further documentation than this boxed information. The box is only to make the code
easier to read, and the standard comment symbols are implemented, but on the far right
margin and are out of sight.
This program was written for the purpose of collecting data from silicon carbide FETS . As
of 6APR92 there is only code for JFET testing, since the MOSFETs have been found to be too
immature of a device for extensive tests. The data is stored on the LAN disk G: in files
specified by the user and the device serial numberd. It is stored in ASCII format so that
it can be easily examined, as will as manipulated by other programs. This is the second
version of the program, the revision includes the ability to use a configuration file to
assist in the setup of the program prior to the actual testing begins.
The program controls both the HP4145B Parameter Analyzer as well as 2 Keithly 706 Scanners
set up in matrix mode. The control is done over the National Instruments GPIB card, which
implements the IEEE-488 automated instrumentation communication protocol.
The format of the header is self explanatory. The function declaration section includes
the names or the files in which they are located. The functions are stored in
alphabetical order, with the exception of any main routine that will be displayed first.
PROGRAM NAME: RUNSIC SOURCE LANGUAGE:
EXTERNAL LIBRARIES USED: CXL S MCIBL
AUTHOR: Robert E. Oakley; BAH
VERSION: 2.1
DATE: 1APR92
*/
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
?include
<conio.h>
<ctype .h>
<dos .h>
<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<math.h>
<direct .h>
<decl.h>
<string.h>
<cxldef .h>
<cxlkey .h>
<cxlstr .h>
<cxlvid.h>
<cxlwin.h>
?define KF1 0x3B00 /*
?define KF2 0x3c00 /*
?define KF3 0x3d00 /*
?define KF10 0x4400 /*
?define KAX 0x2d00 /*
?define KCU 0x1615 /*
?define KHOME 0x4700 /*
?define RENTER OxlcOd I*
User Defined Keystrokes-
key stroke [Fl] */
key stroke [F2] */
key stroke [F3] */
key stroke [F10] */
key stroke [ALT-X] */
key stroke [CTRL-U] */
key stroke [HOME] */
key stroke [ENTER] */
struct inStuff
(
int dNum;
int dLoc;
char dType
struct inStuff *next
User Defined Structures
/* holds matrix location data */
/* device number in location */
/* switch location for device */
/* JFET or MOSFET */
/* pointer to next record */
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struct inStuff *last; /* pointer to last record */
struct matStuff
{
int temp [4] ; /
int total [4] ;/
struct inStuff *matl; /
struct inStuff *mat2 ; /
struct inStuff *mat3; /
struct inStuff *mat4; /
gTestSet; /
/* organizes matrix data */
temperature of devices on matrix 4 */
number of devices in a given matrix*/
pointer to matrix 1 data */
pointer to matrix 2 data */
pointer to matrix 3 data */
pointer to matrix 4 data */
master pointer for all data */
char gExten[5] ;
char gPath[7 6] ;
int *savescrn,
int finished;
WINDOW w[10] ;
char gDate[9] ;
char gTName[15] ;
int gMon ;
int gDay;
int gHour;
int gMin;
int gTestType;
int gMatrix;
int gGraphics;
int gDataType;
long gLeft;
/*
-Global Variable Declarations- -*/
crow, ccol; /* CXL variables
/* CXL variable
/* CXL windows
/* date the test was run
/* user entered file ID
/* month life test started
/* day life test started
/* hour life test started
/* minute life test started
test type to be performed
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
V
number of switching matricies used*/
toggles graphics capabilities */
/* holds the type of file storage
void initialize (void)
-Main Program ("RUNSIC.C") Functions-
/*
void setup (void);
void chngAll (void) ;
void chngExten (void) ;
void chngMat (void) ;
void chngPath (void) ;
void chngTest (void) ;
void chusePara (char *ans,int *first) ;
char confirmCnfg (char ans);
void moveCnfgWin (void) ;
void prnCnfgFile (int first);
void readCnfgFile (void) ;
void writeCnfg (void) ;
Subroutine ("SICSET.C") Functions
/*Main Subroutine in this file*/
/*
Subroutine ("SICMAT.C") Functions
void doMatrix (void) ; /*Main Subroutine in this file*/
void chkMat(int *match,char *matFile) ;
void compMat(FILE *cList,int *match,int fNum, char *matFile);
void confirmMat (char *ans);
void makeMatfchar * fName ) ;
void matMenu(int x,int *num) ;
void mkBuffers (int *fNum) ;
void printMatfint x) ;
void printValid(FILE *fPtr,int
void readMat(int x,int selec) ;
void readMFile (FILE *fPtr, struct inStuff
void selectMat (char *matFile) ;
x,int y,int num, int loc);
top, int *temp,int mtrx) ;
/*
void runJTest (void) ;
void findErr(char *dev) ;
void jChnDef(int dev, int num);
void jGetDatdnt dev, int num);
void jGrfDeffint dev, int num);
void jSorDeffint dev, int num) ;
Subroutine ("NEWSICJ.C") Functions
/*Main Subroutine in this file*/
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void mErr(char eChar,int num, int curv) ;
void mkHeader (FILE *fPtr, int testNum) ;
void nxtTest(int hp4145b, int loop, int testNum);
void printData(FILE *fPtr, float *fData[]);
void procData(int dev, float *fData,int loop, int tNum);
void qStall(int hp4145b) ;
void tStatus(int testNum);
void confirmQuit (void) ;
void doShadow(void) ;
void errorExit (int errNurn) ;
void normExit (void) ;
-Subroutine ("SICUT.C") Functions-
/*
Subroutine ("NEW4 .C") Functions
void runTest(int scanner, int setNum,int testNum); /*Main Subroutine*/
long calcTime (long temp);
void closeSw(int scanner, int gaCol,int gaRow);
int getDay(int mon, int day);
long getHour(int hour, long testDay) ;
int getlnt(char *str,int loc);
long getMinfint min, long testHour) ;
void goShell (void) ;
void initScan(int scanner);
void noShell (void) ;
void openSw(int scanner, int gaCol,int gaRow);
int selGrp(int *nl,int *n2,int *n3,int *n4);
void setCmnd(char *sCmnd,int col, int row) ;
void switchlnit (int scanner, int setNum) ;
Subroutine ("NEW5 .C") Functions
void testRun (void) ; /*Main Subroutine in this file*/
void fiveBlink (int matrix, int loc, char dType,int num, int *scrn,int total);
void mkDataLine (int num, int loc, char dType) ;
void mkLifeHdr (int setNum, int testNum, char dev, int num, int loc) ;
void moveDatafint num);
void moveLifeData (int setNum, int num, int loc, int test);
void openTime (void) ;
void runLifeTest (void) ;
void runOneTest (struct inStuff *top) ;
+++++END FILE "NEWHED.H"+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.2.2. File: RUNSIC.C
+++++FILE: "RmSIC.C" +++++ ++++++++++++++++++*/
This file includes the main program and any main program specific sub-routines required.
All routines in this file are written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH
?include "NEWHED.H"
/*
Begin Main Program */
main ( )
{
/* initialize screen for data entry using CXL libraries*/
initialize ( ) ;
/* set up the globals */
setup () ;
hidecur ( ) ;
/*run the test */
testRunf) ;
showcur ( ) ;
confirmQuit ( ) ;
/* sayByeO;*/
return 0;
}
/*
End Main Program
-Begin Main Program Subroutine initialize-
This subroutine initializes all global variables used in this program and sets up the
program time and date .
void initialize (void)
{
char time [10] , date [10] ;
/* initialize the CXL video system and save the current screen info */
videoinit ( ) ;
readcur (scrow, Sccol) ;
if ( (savescrn=ssave () )==NULL) errorExit (3) ;
/* attach the key sequence [Alt-X] to the confirm_quit ( ) function */
setonkey (KAX, confirmQuit, 0) ;
cclrscrn(BLACK|_CYAN) ;
strcpy (time, systime (5) ) ;
strcpy (date, sysdate (5) ) ;
gMin = getlnt (time, 3) ;
gHour = getlnt (time, 0) ;
gDay = getlnt (date, 3) ;
gMon = getlnt (date, 0) ;
} /*
End MPSR initialize */
/*
+++++END FILE RUNSIC.C,.+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.2.3. File: SICUT.C
+++++FILE: "SICUT. C"++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
This file inc ludes a "utility functions' implemented in this program. These functions are
not specific to any one programatical function, and are therefore considered to be a
util ity funct ion.
All routines in this file were written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH.
?include "NEWHED.H"
-Begin Utility Function confirmQuit-
This function confirms if the user does indeed wish to terminate and leave the program for
the DOS environment.
void confirmQuit (void)
{
struct *kblist;
kblist = chgonkey (NULL) ; /* hides any existing hot keys */
if ((w[9] = wopen(9,26, 13, 55, 0,WHITE |_BROWN,WHITE |_BROWN) ) == 0) errorExit ( 1 ) ;
doShadow ( ) ;
wputs("\n Confirm return to DOS? \033A\156Y\b") ;
clearkeys ( ) ;
showcur ( ) ;
if( wgetchf ("YN", 'Y' ) == ' Y') normExit () ;
wclose ( ) ;
hidecur ( ) ;
chgonkey (kblist) ; /* restore any hidden keys */
*/
-End Util Function confirmQuit
-Begin Utility Function doShadow-
iThis function places a shadow behind the open window.
void doShadow (void)
{
wshadow(LGREY| BLACK);
*/
-End Util Function doShadow
/*
-Begin Utility Function errorExit-
If a memory error occurs at any time during execution (WHICH SHOULD NEVER HAPPEN) the
program will terminate and return control to DOS with the appropriate error message
displayed.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
void errorExit (int errNum)
{
exit (errNum) ;
-End Util Function errorExit-
/*
-Begin Utility Function normExit-
This function restores the screen to its pre-run condition and terminates execution of the
program.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
void normExit (void)
{
srestore (savescrn) ;
gotoxy_(crow, ccol) ;
showcur ( ) ;
exit(0) ;
*/
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End Util Function normExit
*/
/*
+++++END FILE "SICUT.C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
100
6.4.2.4. File: SICSET.C
+++++FILE: "SICSET.C+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
This file includes all sub-routines and functions necessary to complete the initial
program user specified configuration.
All routines in this file were written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH.
?include "NEWHED.H"
/*
-Begin Main Program Subroutine setUp-
This subroutine controls the initial setup of the program, establishing the windows for
choosing the proper program configuration and controlling the changing of the program
configuration .
void setup (void)
{
int first;
char ans;
gTestType = 0;
gMatrix = 1;
gGraphics = 0;
gDataType = 2;
readCnfgFile ( ) ;
prnCnfgFile (1) ;
ans = confirmCnfg (ans) ;
if ( ans != 'Y' )
(
moveCnfgWin ( ) ;
first = 1;
do
{
}
chusePara (Sans, Sfirst) ;
while ( ans );
}
else
{
moveCnfgWin ( ) ;
wshadof f ( ) ;
if ((w[8] = wopen(8,12,16,66,0,LBLUE|_BLUE,WHITE|_BLUE) :
doShadow ( ) ;
}
doMatrix ( ) ;
0) errorExit (1) ,
/*
-End MPSR setup-
Begin Function chngAll
This subroutine calls each of the menu options
chosen.
in order when the "change all" option is
*/
void chngAll (void)
{
chngTest ( ) ;
chngMat ( ) ;
chngPath ( ) ;
chngExten ( ) ;
return;
}
-End Function chngAll-
-Begin Function chngExten-
This function changes the variable that represents the file extension for data storage.
This function is only accessed during single event testing.
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void chngExten (void)
{
char ans;
wclear ( ) ;
wchgattr(CYAN|_BLUE,WHITE|_BLUE) ;
wtitle ("Changes to the File Extention", TCENTER, CYAN |_BLUE) ;
if ( SgTestType)
{
wprintf ("DISABLED FUNCTION Can't be done with Life TestW);
wprintf ( "Press any key to continue...");
waitkey ( ) ;
return;
}
wprintf ("Press [1] to change the file extention, \n") ;
wprintf ("or [2] to continue: ");
do
{
ans = (char)wgetchf ("12", '2' ) ;
if ( ans == '1' )
{
wgotoxy (3,0) ;
wclreol ( ) ;
wprintf ("Old Extention: %s\n", gExten) ;
wclreol () ;
wprintf ("New Extention: ");
wgets (gExten) ;
wactiv(w[0] ) ;
wgotoxy (4, 21) ;
wclreol ( ) ;
wprints (4,21, BLINK | YELLOW | gExten) ;
wactiv(w[8] ) ;
wgotoxy (1,20) ;
}
}
while (ans == '1');
wactiv (w[0] ) ;
wgotoxy (4,21) ;
wclreol ( ) ;
wprints (4, 21, YELLOW |_RED, gExten) ;
wactiv (w[8] ) ;
-End Function chngExten-
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Begin Function chngMat
| This function changes the variable representing the number of matricies to be tested. I
~" " ""
*/
void chngMat (void)
{
char ans,mat [2] ;
strcpy (mat, "1") ;
mat[0] = (char) (gMatrix + ' 0 ' ) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wchgattr ( YELLOW |_BLUE,WHITE | ;
wtitle ("Changes to the Number of Matricies", TCENTER, YELLOW|_BLUE) ;
wprintf ("Enter the number of Matricies (l-4),\n");
wprintf ("or 'N' to continue: %i\b", gMatrix) ;
do
{
ans = (char)wgetchf ("1234N", 'N' ) ;
wprintf ( "\b") ;
if ( ans != 'N' )
{
wactiv (w[0] ) ;
gMatrix = ans - ' 0 ' ;
mat[0] = ans;
wgotoxy (2, 26) ;
wprintf ( " \b") ;
wprints (2, 2 6, BLINK | YELLOW |_RED,mat) ;
wactiv (w[8] ) ;
}
}
while (ans != 'N ' ) ;
wactiv (w[0] ) ;
wgotoxy (2,26) ;
wprintf ( " ") ;
wprints (2, 2 6, YELLOW | mat) ;
wactiv (w[8] ) ;
}
/*
End Function chngMat
Begin Function chngPath
| This function changes the array variable that represents the file path for data storage. |
*/
void chngPath (void)
{
char ans;
wclear ( ) ;
wchgattr ( LMAGENTA | WHITE | ) ;
wtitle ("Changes to the Data Path", TCENTER, LMAGENTA |_BLUE) ;
wprintf ("Press [1] to change the data path, \n");
wprintf ("or [2] to continue: ");
do
{
ans = (char)wgetchf ( "12", ' 2 ' ) ;
if ( ans == '1' )
{
wgotoxy (3,0) ;
wclreol ( ) ;
wprintf ("Old Path: %s\n", gPath) ;
wclreol ( ) ;
wprintf ("New Path: ");
wgets (gPath) ;
wactiv (w[0] ) ;
wgotoxy (3,16) ;
wclreol ( ) ;
wprints (3, 16, BLINKI YELLOW|_RED, gPath) ;
wactiv (w[ 8] ) ;
wgotoxy (1, 20) ;
]
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}
while (ans == ' 1 ' ) ;
wactiv (w[0] ) ;
wgotoxy (3,16) ;
wclreol ( ) ;
wprints (3, 16, YELLOW | gPath) ,
wactiv (w [8] ) ;
-End Function chngPath-
-Begin Function chngTest-
|This function toggles the test configuration between manual and automated.
void chngTest (void)
*/
{
char ans;
wclear ( ) ;
wchgattr (WHITE | WHITE | ;
wtitle ("Changes To The Test Type", TCENTER, WHITE |_BLUE) ;
wprintf ( "Press [1] to toggle test type\nPress [2] to continue.
do
{
.2\b"),
ans = (char)wgetchf ("12", '2' ) ;
wprintf ( "\b" ) ;
if ( ans == ' 1' )
{
wactiv (w[0] ) ;
gTestType = (gTestType -1) * (-1);
wgotoxy (1,16) ;
wprintf ( " " ) ;
if ( !gTestType ) wprints (1, 16, BLINKI YELLOW|_RED, "One Test Run"),
else wprints (1,16, BLINKI YELLOW|_RED, "Life Test");
wactiv (w [8] ) ;
}
}
while (ans == '1' ) ;
wactiv(w[0] ) ;
wgotoxy (1,16) ;
wprintf ( " ") ;
if ( !gTestType ) wprints (1, 16, YELLOW|_RED, "One Test Run");
else wprints (1,16, YELLOW|_RED, "Life Test");
wactiv (w[8] ) ;
/*
-End Function chngTest-
This subroutine controls which individual parameter
option has been selected.
to change, unless the "change
all"
void chusePara (char *ans,int *first)
{
int choice;
char menans;
if (*first)
{
}
wshadof f ( ) ;
if <(w[8] = wopen(8,12,16,66,0,LBLUE|_BLUE,WHITE|_BLUE) ;
doShadow ( ) ;
wtitle ("SiC Config File Changes", TCENTER, WHITE |_BLUE) ;
== 0) errorExit (1)
wclear ( ) ;
wgotoxy (1, 1) ;
wprintf ("1) Change only the test type\n");
wprintf
(" 2) Change only the number of matricies\n") ;
wprintf
(" 3) Change only the data path\n");
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wprintf(" 4) Change only the file extention\n")
wprintf!" 5) Change all of the above\n");
wprintf!" Enter (1 5) now ");
menans = (char)wgetchf ("12345", ' 5 ') ;
choice = menans - ' 0 ' ;
switch ( choice )
{
case 1 :
chngTest ( ) ;
break;
case 2:
chngMat ( ) ;
break;
case 3:
chngPath ( ) ;
break;
case 4 :
chngExten ( ) ;
break;
default:
chngAll ( ) ;
break;
>
writeCnfg ( ) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("\nCHANGE COMPLETE");
*ans = confirmCnfg (*ans) ;
return;
-End Function chusePara-
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Begin Function confirmCnfg
| This function confirms the changes made. |
*/
char confirmCnfg (char ans)
{
if ( !wopen(2,20, 6, 58, 0,WHITE |_BROWN,WHITE |_BROWN) ) errorExit(l) ;
doShadow ( ) ;
wputs("\n Is this configuration Correct? \033A\156Y\b" ) ;
clearkeys ( ) ;
showcur ( ) ;
ans = (char)wgetyn (1) ;
wclose ( ) ;
return ans;
}
-End Function confirmCnfg-
Begin Function moveCnfgWm
This function moves the window displaying the
corner of the display.
test configuration to the lower left hand
*/
void moveCnfgWin (void)
{
wmove (17, 0) ;
}
-End Function moveCnfgWin-
Begin Function prnCnfgFile
I This function prints the current contents of the configuration file. I
*/
void prnCnfgFile (int first)
{
if (first)
{
if ((w[0] = wopen(8,12,15, 66, 0, LRED |_RED, YELLOW |_RED) ) ==0) errorExit ( 1) ;
doShadow ( ) ;
wtitle ("SiC Test Configuration File", TCENTER, YELLOW|_RED) ;
wmessage
(" [ALT-X] = Quit", BT_BORD, 5, YELLOW |_RED) ;
}
wclear ( ) ;
wgotoxy (1,2) ;
wprintf ("1) Test Type:");
if ( IgTestType ) wprints (1, 16, YELLOW|_RED, "One Test Run");
else wprints(l,16, YELLOW|_RED, "Life Test");
wgotoxy (2,2) ;
wprintf ("2) Number of Matricies: %i", gMatrix) ;
wgotoxy (3,2) ;
wprintf ("3) Data Path:");
wprints (3, 16, YELLOW | gPath) ;
wgotoxy (4, 2) ;
wprintf ("4) File Extention:");
wprints (4, 21, YELLOW |_RED, gExten) ;
}
End Function prnCnfgFile-
-Begin Function readCnfgFile-
|This function reads the contents of the configuration file |
'
*/
void readCnfgFile (void)
{
FILE *confg;
int max;
char cLine[76] ;
max = 75;
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confg = fopen ("CONFG. SIC", "r") ;
fgets (cLine,max, confg) ;
sscanf (cLine, "%i\n", sgTestType) ;
fgets (cLine,max, confg) ;
sscanf (cLine, "%i\n", sgMatrix) ;
fgets (cLine,max, confg) ;
sscanf (cLine, "%s\n", gPath) ;
fgets (cLine,max, confg) ;
sscanf (cLine, "%s\n", gExten) ;
fclose (confg) ;
/*
-End Function readCnfgFile-
Begin Function writeCnfg
| This function writes the changes made to the configuration file.
void writeCnfg (void)
{
FILE *cnfg;
cnfg = fopen (
fprintf (cnfg,
fprintf (cnfg,
fprintf (cnfg,
fprintf (cnfg,
fclose (cnfg) ;
"CONFG.SIC", "w") ;
"%i\n", gTestType)
"%i\n", gMatrix) ;
"%s\n",gPath) ;
"%s\n", gExten) ;
*/
-End Function writeCnfg-
++ -f++END FILE ..SICSET.C" ++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
/*
*/
/*
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6.4.2.5. File: SICMAT.C
+++++FILE: "SICMAT.C+++++++++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++*/
This file includes a 11 sub-rout ines and functions required to select and format the matrix
configurations to be used durir g testing.
All routines in this file were written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH.
?include "NEWHED.H"
-Begin Main Program Subroutine doMatrix-
This subroutine controls the selection and configuration of the matricies used in this
testing. This includes the selection and/or editing of the configuration files that
include the device numbers and locations within the matricies.
void doMatrix (void)
{
struct inStuff *actPtr, *nxtPtr;
int x,y,menu;
char ans;
for ( x = 1; x < (gMatrix + 1); x++ )
{
do
{
matMenu (x, smenu) ;
readMat (x,menu) ;
printMat (x) ;
confirmMat ( Sans ) ;
if ( ans == 'N' )
{
switch (x)
{
case 1:
actPtr = gTestSet.matl;
break;
case 2 :
actPtr = gTestSet .mat2;
break;
case 3:
actPtr = gTestSet.mat3;
break;
case 4 :
actPtr = gTestSet .mat4;
break;
}
for ( y = 1; y < (gTestSet .total [x-1] + 1); y++ )
{
if ( y < gTestSet .total [x-1] ) nxtPtr = actPtr->next;
free (actPtr) ;
if ( y < gTestSet. total [x-1] ) actPtr = nxtPtr;
}
wclose ( ) ;
>
else whide ( ) ;
}
while( ans ==
'N' ) ;
}
wactiv (w [8] ) ;
wclose ( ) ;
/*
-End MPSR doMatrix
-Begin Function chkMat-
This function checks to see if the configuration file specified is included in the working
directory. If not it will return a list of valid files or offer the user to edit a new
one .
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*/
void chkMatfint *match,char *matFile)
{
FILE *cList,*pList;
int x, y,max, fNum;
max = 69;
mkBuffers (SfNum) ;
cList = fopenCBUFFER2.DAT", "r") ;
compMat (cList,match, fNum,matFile) ;
fclose (cList) ;
pList = fopen ("BUFFER2. DAT", "r ") ;
if ( ! (*match) )
{
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("INVALID FILE Valid files are: ");
x = 0;
y = 0;
do
{
printValid (pList, Sx, y, fNum, 2) ;
printValid (pList, Sx, y, fNum, 20) ;
printValid (pList, Sx, y, fNum, 38) ;
y++;
}
while ( x < fNum ) ;
wprintf ( "Enter a VALID file name now: ");
wgets (matFile) ;
fclose (pList) ;
}
End Function chkMat-
-Begin Function compMat-
|This function determines if the file specified is a match with any directory files. |
*/
void compMat (FILE *cList,int *match,int fNum, char *matFile)
(
int x, dum,max;
char dLine [20] , fName [9] ,fExt[4] ;
max = 19;
x = 0;
*match = 0;
do
{
fgets (dLine,max, cList) ;
sscanf (dLine, "%s %s\n", fName, fExt) ;
dum = strcmp (matFile, fName) ;
if ( dum == 0 )
{
*match = 1;
x = fNum;
}
else x++;
}
while( (x < fNum) SS ( ! (*match) ) );
-End Function compMat-
This
user
function confirms that the correct matrix configuration file has been chosen by the
*/
void confirmMat (char *ans)
{
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if ( !wopen(2,15,6,63,0,WHITE|_BROWN,WHITE|_BROWN) ) errorExit (1) ;
doShadow ( ) ;
wputs("\n Is this matrix configuration Correct? \033A\156Y\b") ;
clearkeys ( ) ;
showcur ( ) ;
*ans = (char) wgetyn (1) ;
wclose ( ) ;
/*
-End Function confirmMat
Begin Function makeMat
[This function instructs the user how to create and edit a new matrix configuration file. |
*/
void makeMat (char *fName)
{
char ans;
int *sPtr;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ( "When you press return, you will be returned\n") ;
wprintf ("to the DOS environment. Type EDIT <fname>.MAT\n") ;
wprintf ("at the prompt. \"fname\" is your name for the\n");
wprintf ("new matrix configuration file.\n\n");
wprintf ("press any key to continue");
waitkey ( ) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ( "When you are in the DOS environment, you\n");
wprintf ( "must type EXIT to return to this program\n");
wprintf ( "\nPress [1] to see the configuration file format, \n");
wprintf ("or press any key now to continue on to DOS: ");
ans = (char)wgetc ( ) ;
if ( ans == '1')
{
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("The file will consist of two columns\n");
wprintf ("and will contain the following information\n\n" ) ;
wprintf ("<? of devicesxtabxTemperature of setup>\n");
wprintf
("<' J' or 'M'xtab> <Device ID#>\n\n");
wprintf ("press any key to continue");
waitkey ( ) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("An example of a setup with 3 JFET devicesW);
wprintf ("at 300 degrees C is as follows : \n") ;
wprintf ("3 300\n");
wprintf ("J 52\n");
wprintf ("J 154\n");
wprintf ("J 3\n");
wprintf ("Now press return to be placed in DOS");
>
if ((sPtr = ssave(J) == NULL) errorExit (3) ;
system ("command") ;
srestore (sPtr) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("Enter the matrix configuration file just made,\n");
wprintf ("using only 1-8 characters and no file extentions . \n") ;
wprintf ("Enter the file name in all CAPITALS now: ");
wgets (fName) ;
/*
-End Function makeMat
-Begin Function
matMenu-
This function prompts the user to specify the method of choosing the matrix configuration
file for use with any of the four matricies.
void matMenu(int x, int *num)
{
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char ans;
wclear ( ) ;
wtextattr (LGREEN | ;
switch ( x )
{
case 1:
wchgattr (LGREEN | J3REEN, LGREEN | ;
wtitle("Set Up For Matrix ^l", TCENTER, LGREEN |_GREEN) ;
break;
case 2:
wchgattr (YELLOW | LGREEN | ;
wtitle("Set Up For Matrix ?2", TCENTER, YELLOW |_GREEN) ;
break;
case 3 :
wchgattr (WHITE | LGREEN | ;
wtitle ("Set Up For Matrix #3", TCENTER, WHITE |_GREEN) ;
break;
case 4:
wchgattr (BROWN | , LGREEN | ;
wtitleC'Set Up For Matrix ?4", TCENTER, BROWN |_GREEN) ;
break;
>
wprintf ("Choose one of the following options : \n") ;
wprintf ("1) Use the default configuration (last test run)\n"),
wprintf ("2) Specify a configuration file for use\n");
wprintf ("3) Create a new file\n");
wprintf ( "Enter your choice (1-3) now: l\b");
ans = (char ) wgetchf ("123", ' 1 ') ;
*num = ans ' 0 ' ;
return;
/*
-End Function matMenu
Begin Function mkBuffers
I This function creates temporary files for use with the directory comparison routines. I
*/
void mkBuffers (int *fNum)
{
FILE *dPtr,*cPtr;
int ok, max, x, num;
char dirLine [70] , fName [9] ,fExt[4] ;
max = 69;
num = 0;
systemC'DIR *.MAT > BUFFER1.DAT");
dPtr = fopenCBUFFERl.DAT", "r") ;
cPtr = fopen ("BUFFER2.DAT", "w") ;
for ( x = 0; x < 6; x++ ) fgets (dirLine,max, dPtr) ;
do
{
ok = 0;
sscanf (dirLine, "%s %s", fName, fExt) ;
if ( fExt[0] == 'M' )
{
num++;
fprintf (cPtr, "%-8s %s\n", fName, fExt) ;
fgets (dirLine,max, dPtr) ;
ok = 1;
>
else *fNum = cvtci (fName) ;
}
while ( ok ) ;
fclose (dPtr) ;
fclose (cPtr) ;
/* system! "DEL BUFFER1 .DAT") ; */
}
/*
-End Function mkBuffers
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Begin Function printMat
| This routine displays the matrix configuration for the specified matrix. I
*/
void printMat (int x)
{
struct inStuff *actPtr, *nxtPtr;
int z,tot;
char titl[40] ;
switch ( x )
{
case 1 :
actPtr = gTestSet .matl;
break;
case 2 :
actPtr = gTestSet .mat2;
break;
case 3:
actPtr = gTestSet .mat3;
break;
case 4:
actPtr = gTestSet .mat4;
break;
}
nxtPtr = actPtr->next;
tot = gTestSet. total[x-l] ;
if ((w[x] = wopen(6, 12,16,66,0, YELLOW |_BLUE, YELLOW |_BLUE) ) ==0) errorExit ( 1 ) ;
doShadow ( ) ;
strcpy (titl, "MATRIX ?? CONFIGURATION");
titl[8] = (char) (x + '0' ) ;
wgotoxy (0,0) ;
wprintf ("Temperature of matrix: %i", gTestSet . temp [x-1] ) ;
if ( tot > 15 )
{
wgotoxy (2,4) ;
wprintf ("LOC DEV"),
wgotoxy (2,16) ;
wprintf ("LOC DEV"),
wgotoxy (2,28);
wprintf ("LOC DEV"),
wgotoxy (2, 40) ;
wprintf ("LOC DEV"),
z = 0;
do
{
nxtPtr = actPtr->next;
if ( z > 14 ) wgotoxy ( (z-12) ,40) ;
else
{
if ( z > 9 ) wgotoxy! (z-7) ,28) ;
else
{
if! z > 4 ) wgotoxy! (z-2) ,16) ;
else wgotoxy ( (z+3) , 4) ;
}
}
wprintf ("%3.2i %c%3.3i", actPtr->dLoc, actPtr->dType, actPtr->dNum) ;
actPtr = nxtPtr;
z++;
]
while (actPtr) ;
}
else if ( tot > 10 ) wprintf ( "\n\nSequence not coded");
else if ( tot > 5 )
{
wgotoxy (2,9) ;
wprintf ("LOC DEV");
wgotoxy (2, 35) ;
wprintf ("LOC DEV");
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z = 0;
do
{
nxtPtr = actPtr->next;
if ( z < 5 ) wgotoxy ( (3+z) ,9) ;
else wgotoxy (( z-2) , 35) ;
wprintf ("%3.2i %c%3. 3i", actPtr->dLoc, actPtr->dType, actPtr->dNum) ,
actPtr = nxtPtr;
z++;
}
while (actPtr) ;
}
else
{
wgotoxy (2, 22) ;
wprintf ( "LOC DEV" ) ;
z = 0;
do
{
nxtPtr = actPtr->next;
wgotoxy! (3+z) , 22) ;
wprintf ("%3.2i %c%3.3i", actPtr->dLoc, actPtr->dType, actPtr->dNum) ;
actPtr = nxtPtr;
z++;
}
while (actPtr) ;
}
End Function printMat-
-Begin Function printValid
This function displays the list of valid matrix configuration files in the directory when
an invalid or non-existant file is requested.
void printValid (FILE *fPtr, int *x,int y,int num, int loc)
{
int max, dummy;
char dLine [20] , fName [9] , fExt [4] ;
max = 19;
dummy = *x;
if ( dummy < num )
{
wgotoxy ( (y+1) , loc) ;
fgets (dLine,max, fPtr) ;
sscanf (dLine, "%s %s", fName, fExt) ;
wprintf ("%8. 8s.MAT\n", fName) ;
(*x)++;
}
/*
-End Function printValid
Begin Function readMat
This
file
function executes the user request for the method of file specification for a matrix
void readMat (int x,int selec)
{
struct inStuff *top;
FILE *mat;
int temp;
char fName [8] , matFile [13] , comm [60] ;
top = malloc( sizeof ( struct inStuff )
switch ( selec )
{
case 1 :
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strcpy (fName, "DEFAULT") ;
break;
case 2:
selectMat (fName) ;
break;
case 3:
makeMat (fName) ;
break;
}
strcpy (matFile, fName) ;
strcat (matFile, " .MAT") ;
mat = fopen (matFile, "r") ;
readMFile (mat, top, stemp, x) ;
fclose (mat) ;
switch) x )
(
case 1:
gTestSet .matl = top;
if ( selec != 1 )
(
strcpy (comm, "copy ");
strcat (comm,matFile) ;
strcat (comm, " DEFAULT.MAT > JUNK. DAT"
system (comm) ;
}
break;
case 2:
gTestSet.mat2 = top;
break;
case 3:
gTestSet.mat3 = top;
break;
case 4:
gTestSet .mat4 = top;
break;
}
gTestSet .temp [x-1] = temp;
/*
-End Function readMat
Begin Function readMFile
| This function reads the contents of a matrix configuration file. |
*/
void readMFile (FILE *fPtr, struct inStuff *top,int *temp,int mtrx)
{
struct inStuff *actPtr, *nxtPtr;
int num,max, dev, x;
char fLine[29] , fet;
max = 30;
actPtr = top;
actPtr->last = NULL;
actPtr->next = NULL;
nxtPtr = actPtr->next;
fgets (fLine,max, fPtr) ;
sscanf (fLine, "%i %i\n", snum, temp) ;
gTestSet. total [mtrx-1] = num;
for ( x = 1; x < (num + 1); x++ )
{
fgets (fLine,max, fPtr) ;
sscanf (fLine, "%c %i\n", Sfet, Sdev) ;
actPtr->dNum = dev;
actPtr->dType = fet;
actPtr->dLoc = x;
if ( x < num )
{
nxtPtr = malloc( sizeof( struct inStuff ) ) ;
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nxtPtr->last = actPtr;
actPtr->next = nxtPtr;
actPtr = nxtPtr;
}
else actPtr->next NULL;
-End Function readMFile-
Begin Function selectMat
This function prompts the user for the name
be used.
of the existing matrix configuration file to
void selectMat (char *matFile)
{
int match;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("Enter the matrix configuration file to be used,\n");
wprintf ( "using only 1-8 characters and no file extentions . \n") ;
wprintf ("Enter the file name in all CAPITALS now: ");
wgets (matFile) ;
do
{
chkMat (smatch,matFile) ;
)
while ( !match ) ;
-End Function selectMat-
+++++END FILE nSICMAT_c+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.2.6. File: NEWSICJ.C
+++++FILE: "NEWSICJ.C"++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
This file contains all the sub-routines and functions necessary to execute the testing of
SiC JFETs as described in the report "Electrical Evaluation of SiC Semiconductor Devices".
It should be noted that a similar set of routines could be included in the program and
easily acessed from the main program for MOSFET devices. For reasons explained in the
above report, as of 30NOV92 no routines for the testing of MOSFET devices have been
developed.
All routines in this file were written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH.
?include "NEWHED.H"
-Begin Main Program Subroutine runJTest-
This sub-routine controls the testing of the JFETs and calls all the necessary routines
for executing the tests.
*/
void runJTest (void)
{
FILE *audPtr;
int hp4145b, tNum;
if ( (hp4145b = ibfind("HP4145B") ) < 0 ) findErr ("HP4145B") ;
ibclr (hp4145b) ;
for ( tNum = 1; tNum < 5; tNum++ )
{
audPtr = fopen ("AUDIT. ERR", "a") ;
fprintf (audPtr, "*****test ?%i*****\n", tNum) ;
fclose (audPtr) ;
tStatus(tNum) ;
jChnDef (hp4145b, tNum) ;
jSorDef (hp4145b, tNum) ;
jGrfDef (hp4145b,tNum) ;
jGetDat (hp4145b, tNum) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("\nTest #%i Complete", tNum) ;
}
ibloc(hp4145b) ;
End MPSR runJTest-
-Begin Function findErr
This function alerts the user that an HP4145B was not present for the PC controller to
access and terminates the program with a normal exit.
void findErr (char *dev)
{
printf ("Unable to find the %s that was requested ",dev),
printf ("\n\n\n\n\n\nFATAL ERROR program is being terminated.");
normExit ( ) ;
}
End Function findErr-
-Begin Function jChnDef
This function sets up the channel definition screen of the HP4145B for
the four tests.
ach of
*/
void jChnDef (int dev, int num)
(
int smu;
char vName[6] ,iName[6] ,sMode[3] ,sFunc[2] ,hpCode[21] ;
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ibwrt (dev, "DE\r\n", 4) ,
for
{
( smu = 1; smu < 5; smu++ )
switch (smu)
{
case 1 :
strcpy (hpCode
strcpy (vName,
strcpy (iName,
strcpy (sMode,
if ( (num ==
else strcpy(s
break;
case 2 :
strcpy (hpCode
strcpy (vName,
strcpy (iName,
strcpy (sMode,
if ( (num ==
else strcpy (s
break;
case 3:
strcpy (hpCode
strcpy (vName,
strcpy (iName,
strcpy (sMode,
strcpy (sFunc,
break;
case 4:
strcpy (hpCode
strcpy (vName,
strcpy (iName,
strcpy (sMode,
strcpy (sFunc,
break;
>
strcat (hpCode, vName
strcat (hpCode, iName
strcat (hpCode, sMode
strcat (hpCode, sFunc
strcat (hpCode, "\r\n
ibwrt ( dev, hpCode, 2
}
ibwrt ( dev, "VS l\r\n",6
ibwrt ( dev, "VS 2\r\n",6
ibwrt ( dev, "VM l\r\n",6
ibwrt ( dev, "VM 2\r\n",6
return;
, "CH 1,");
" ' VG ' ,
" ) ;
"'IG',") ;
"1,");
1) II (num
Func ,
" 1 " ) ;
, "CH 2, ") ;
" ' VD ' ,
" ) ;
"'ID',");
"1,");
1) I I (num
Func, "3") ;
, "CH 3, ") ;
" ' VS ' ,
" ) ;
"'IS',");
"3,");
"3");
, "CH 4, ") ,
" ' VB ' ,
" ) ;
"'IB', ") ;
"1,");
"3");
);
) ;
) ;
);
");
0);
3) ) strcpy (sFunc, "3") ,
== 3) ) strcpy (sFunc, "1") ,
-End Function jChnDef-
-Begin Function jGetDat-
This function executes the test and then retrieves the data from the HP4145B.
void jGetDat(int dev, int num)
{
FILE *fPtr;
float *mData[10] ;
int test;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("Measurement ?");
for ( test = 0; test < 10; test++ )
{
nxtTest (dev, test, num) ;
wprintf ("%i\b", (test + D);
mData[test] = malloc (101*sizeof (float) ) ;
procData (dev,mData [test] , test, num) ;
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>
fPtr = fopenCTEMPFILE.DAT", "a") ;
mkHeader (fPtr, num) ;
printData (fPtr,mData) ;
fclose (fPtr) ;
for ( test = 0; test < 10; test++ ) free (mData [test] ) ,
return;
End Function jGetDat-
-Begin Function jGrfDef
| This function sets up the display of the HP4545B for each of the four tests. ]
*/
void jGrfDef(int dev, int num)
{
ibwrt (dev, "SM\r\n",4) ;
ibwrt (dev, "DMl\r\n", 5) ;
switch ( num )
{
case 1:
ibwrt (dev, "XN 'VD' , 1, 0 . 0, 20 . 0\r\n", 20) ;
ibwrt (dev, "YA ' ID' , 1, 0 . 0, 0 . 03\r\n", 20) ;
break;
case 2:
ibwrt (dev, "XN ' VG' , 1, -10 . 0, 0 . 0\r\n", 21) ;
ibwrt (dev, "YA 'ID' , 1, 0 . 0, 0 . 05\r\n", 20) ;
break;
case 3:
ibwrt (dev, "XN ' VD' , 1, 0 . 0, 20 . 0\r\n", 20) ;
ibwrt (dev, "YA 'IG' , 1, 0 . 0, 0 . 001\r\n", 21) ;
break;
case 4 :
ibwrt (dev, "XN 'VG' , 1, -10 . 0, 0 . 0\r\n", 21) ;
ibwrt (dev, "YA 'IG' , 1, 0 . 0, 0 . 001\r\n", 21) ;
break;
}
return;
]
-End Function jGrfDef-
Begin Function jSorDef
I This function sets up the source definition screen of the HP41445B. 1
*/
void jSorDef(int dev, int num)
{
char startVal [5] , stopVal[6] , stepVal[5] ,comp[6] , hpCode [24] ;
ibwrt (dev, "SS\r\n", 4) ;
strcpy (comp, "0 . l\r\n") ;
strcpy (hpCode, "VR 1,");
switch ( num )
{
case l:case 3:
strcpy (startVal, "0.0, ") ;
strcpy (stopVal, "20.0, ") ;
strcpy (stepVal, "0.2,") ;
break;
case 2: case 4:
strcpy (startVal, "-10, ") ;
strcpy (stopVal, "0.00, ") ;
strcpy ( stepVal, "0.1, ") ;
break;
}
strcat (hpCode, startVal) ;
strcat (hpCode, stopVal) ;
strcat (hpCode, stepVal) ;
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strcat (hpCode, comp) ;
ibwrt (dev, hpCode, 23) ;
switch ( num )
{
case l:case 3:
strcpy (hpCode, "VC 1,");
strcpy (startVal, "-10, ") ;
break;
case 2:case 4:
strcpy (hpCode, "VC 2,");
strcpy (startVal, "0.0, ") ;
break;
}
strcat (hpCode, startVal) ;
strcat (hpCode, comp) ;
ibwrt (dev, hpCode, 14) ;
ibwrt (dev, "VC 3, 0, 0 . l\r\n", 12) ,
ibwrt (dev, "VC 4, 0, 0 . l\r\n", 12) ,
return;
-End Function jSorDef-
-Begin Function mErr-
This function prints an error message to an audit file that can be inspected later. This
method was chosen to ensure continuity in the operation of the tests in an automated mode.
The most common error (>99% in normal operation) is an oscillation error when measurements
are being taken in the noise region.
*/
void mErr(char eChar, int num, int curv)
{
FILE *ePtr;
ePtr = fopen ("AUDIT. ERR", "a" ) ;
fprintf (ePtr, "HP4145B measurement error %c",eChar);
fprintf (ePtr, " curve ^%i Data Byte:
Time:%s\n", curv, num, sysdate (1) , systime (1) ) ;
fclose (ePtr) ;
return;
}
Date : %s
-End Function mErr-
-Begin Function mkHeader-
This function creates a header line in the data file to indicate to the user which test
the data below is representative.
*/
void mkHeader (FILE *fPtr, int testNum)
{
char testStr[45] ;
switch ( testNum )
{
case 1:
strcpy (testStr, "*****Vds vs Ids step Vgs -10 to o*****");
break;
case 2 :
strcpy (testStr, "*****Vgs vs Ids step Vds 0 to +20*****");
break;
case 3 :
strcpy (testStr, "*****Vds vs Igs step Vgs -10 to o*****");
break;
case 4 :
strcpy (testStr, "*****Vgs vs Igs step Vds 0 to +20*****");
break;
fprintf (fPtr, "%sDate of test:%s @%s*****\n", testStr, sysdate (0) , systime (5) ) ;
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return;
-End Function mkHeader-
-Begin Function nxtTest-
DThis function steps through the ten test runs required for each of the four individualtest types.
void nxtTest (int hp4145b, int loop, int testNum)
{
int ascNum;
char ascChar, chng[15] ;
ibwrt (hp4145b, "SS\r\n",4) ;
if ( (testNum == 1) | | (testNum == 3) )
{
ascNum = (loop 9) * (-1) ;
ascChar = (char) (ascNum + 48);
if ( loop == 9 )
ibwrt (hp4 145b, "VC1, 0 . 0, 0 . l\r\n", 13) ;
else
*/
{
)
strcpy (chng, "VC1, -0 .0,0.
l\r\n"
chng[5] = ascChar;
}
else
{
ascNum = (loop * 2) + 2;
strcpy (chng, "VC2, 0 .00,0. l\r\n")
if ( ascNum < 10 )
{
ascChar
chng [4]
}
else
{
chng [6] =
if ( ascNum == 20 )
{
(char) (ascNum + 48) ;
ascChar;
chng [ 4 ]
chng [5]
}
else
{
chng [4]
ascChar
chng [5]
'2'
;
'0'
;
(char) ( (ascNum
ascChar;
10) + 48) ;
ibwrt (hp4145b, chng, 14) ;
return;
-End Function nxtTest-
-Begin Function
printData-
rThisfunction prints the data to the data file.
void printData(FILE *fPtr, float *fData[])
{
int index, x;
for ( index = 0; index < 101; index++ )
{
fprintf
(fPtr," 9,") ;
for ( x = 0; x < 9; x++ )
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fprintf (fPtr, "%12.4E, ", fData [x] [index] ) ;
)
fprintf (fPtr, "%12 . 4E\n", fData [x] [index] ) ;
return;
-End Function printData-
-Begin Function procData-
This function takes the data array from the HP4145B and converts it to individual numbers
and error codes. The errors are processed and stored in an audit file, and all numbers
(error invalidated or not) are stored in an array representing the test data.
void procData(int dev, float *fData,int loop, int tNum)
{
int x;
char pChar,hpData[1400] ;
ibwrt (dev, "MD\r\n", 4) ;
ibwrt (dev, "MEl\r\n",5) ;
qStall(dev) ;
if ( tNum < 3 ) ibwrt (dev, "DO ' ID' \r\n", 8) ;
else ibwrt (dev, "DO ' IG' \r\n", 8) ;
ibrd (dev, hpData, 1400) ;
for ( x = 1313; x < 1400; x++ ) hpData[x] = '\0';
strdelaC ", hpData);
for ( x = 0; x < 101; x++ )
{
sscanf (hpData, "%c%f , %s", spChar, & ( fData [x] ) ,hpData) ;
if ( pChar != 'N' ) mErr (pChar, x, loop) ;
-End Function procData-
Begin Function qStall-
void qStalKint hp4145b)
int spr;
do
(
ibrsp(hp4145b, Sspr) ;
spr = spr S 001;
while ( ! spr ) ;
return;
/*
-End Function qStall-
-Begin Function tStatus-
This function alerts the user as to what the current testing status is by displaying the
current test type and current test run in that type.
void tstatus(int testNum)
{
int sr, sc,er,ec,battr,wattr, stat;
char tTitle[8] ;
strcpy (tTitle, "Test ??");
tTitle[6] = (char) (testNum + 48);
stat = 4 testNum;
sr = 0;
sc = 3 + (stat * 18) ;
er = 5;
ec = sc + 18;
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switch ( testNum )
{
case 1:
battr = LGREEN |
break;
case 2:
battr = LCYAN|_CYAN;
break;
case 3:
battr = LMAGENTA | :
break;
case 4 :
battr = YELLOW |
}
wattr = battr;
if ( !wopen (sr, sc, er, ec, 0, battr,wattr) ) errorExit (1) ;
doShadow ( ) ;
wtitle (tTitle, TCENTER, battr) ;
wpgotoxy (6,5) ;
wprintf ("Setting 4145B\nfor test #%i", testNum) ;
}
/*
End Function tStatus
*/
/*
+++++END FILE "NEWSICJ.C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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6.4.2.7. File: NEW4.C
+++++FILE: "NEW4.C"++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
This file contains all sub-routines required to manage the testing in the automated test
configuration. This include time management functions and switching matrix initialization
sequences. Display control functions appear in another file.
All routines in this file were written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH.
?include "NEWHED.H"
int gFirst = 0;
long gTimel[3] = (15 20 25}
long gTime2[3] = [30 35 40}
long gTime3[3] = (45 50 55}
long gTime4[3] = (60 65 70}
| This sub-routine manages the automated testing configuration routines. |
*/
void runTest(int scanner, int setNum, int testNum)
{
struct inStuff *ptr, *nxtPtr;
int loop, gaCol, row, numj, num, loc, x, scrn;
char dev;
scrn = -1;
switch (setNum)
{
case 1:
ptr = gTestSet.matl;
numJ = gTestSet .total [0] ;
break;
case 2:
ptr = gTestSet .mat2;
numj = gTestSet .total [1] ;
break;
case 3:
ptr = gTestSet .mat3;
numJ = gTestSet .total [2] ;
break;
case 4 :
ptr = gTestSet.mat4;
numJ = gTestSet .total [3] ;
break;
}
for (loop = 1; loop < (numJ + 1); loop++)
{
num = ptr->dNum;
loc = ptr->dLoc;
dev = ptr->dType;
mkLifeHdr (setNum, testNum, dev, num, loc) ;
fiveBlink (setNum, loc, dev, num, sscrn, numJ) ;
wactiv (w[ 5] ) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("Testing highlighted device, \n\n") ;
wprintf ("This is test #%i of 12", testNum) ;
gaCol = ((loop * 2) - 1) + ((setNum - 1) * 20);
row = 3;
/* openSw( scanner, gaCol, row) ;*/
row = 1;
/*closeSw( scanner, gaCol, row) ;
runJTestO; */
waitkey 0 ;
/* for ( x = 1; x < 5; x++ )
(
waitkey! ) ;
wclose ( ) ;
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}*/
wactiv (w [5] ) ;
wclear ( ) ;
moveLifeData (setNum, num, loc, testNum) ; */
fiveBlink (setNum, loc, dev, num, sscrn, numJ) ;
openSw( scanner, gaCol, row) ;
row = 3;
closeSw( scanner, gaCol, row) ; */
if ( loop < numJ )
{
nxtPtr = ptr->next;
ptr = nxtPtr;
/*
-End MPSR runTest-
Begin Function calcTime
This function determines the current elapsed program time.
long calcTime (long temp)
{
int sysMin, sysHour, sysDay, sysMon;
long testMin, testHour, testDay;
char time [6] , date [9] ;
strcpy (time, systime (5) ) ,
strcpy (date, sysdate (5) ) ,
sysMin = getlnt (time, 3) ,
sysHour = getlnt (time, 0) ;
sysDay = getlnt (date, 3) ;
sysMon = getlnt (date, 0) ;
testDay = getDay (sysMon, sysDay) ;
testHour = getHour (sysHour, testDay) ,
testMin = getMin (sysMin, testHour) ;
return (temp testMin) ;
-End Function calcTime-
Begin Function closeSw
| This function closes the specified switch.
void closeSw(int scanner, int gaCol,int gaRow)
(
char disc [9] ;
int dCol,dRow;
strcpy (disc, "CO") ;
setCmnd (disc, gaCol, gaRow) ;
ibwrt (scanner, disc, 8) ;
strcpy (disc,
"CO" ) ;
dCol = gaCol + 1;
dRow = gaRow + 1;
setCmnd(disc,dCol,dRow) ;
ibwrt (scanner, disc, 8 ) ;
/*
-End Function closeSw-
-Begin Function getDay-
[This function retrieves the number of days until the next test run.
int getDay (int mon,int day)
{
int num24,monDay [13] ,monCnt,mDay;
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monDay [ 0 ] = 0 ;
monDay[l] = 31
monDay [2] =29
monDay [3] =31
monDay [4] =30
monDay [5] = 31
monDay [6] =30
monDay [7] = 31
monDay [8] =31
monDay [9] = 30
monDay[10] = 31
monDay[ll] = 30
monDay [12] =31
if ( mon > gMon )
{
if ( (mon gMon) == 1 )
{
num24 = monDay [gMon] gDay - 1 + day 1;
}
else
{
monCnt = mon 1;
mDay = 0;
do
(
mDay += monDay [monCnt] ;
monCnt--;
}
while ( monCnt > mon ) ;
num24 = monDay[gMon] gDay - 1 + day 1 + mDay;
}
}
else
{
if ( day > gDay ) num24 = (day - gDay 1) ;
else num24 = 0;
}
return num24;
}
End Function getDay-
-Begin Function getHour-
| This function determines the number of hours until the next test to the nearest day.
long getHour(int hour, long testDay)
{
long numHour;
if (testDay)
numHour = (testDay * 24) + (24 - (gHour + 1)) + hour;
else
(
if (hour > gHour) numHour = 24 - (gHour +1) + hour;
else numHour = hour (gHour + 1);
}
return numHour;
}
End Function getHour-
-Begin Function getlnt
This function converts a string to an integer.
int getlnt (char *str,int loc)
{
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char dum[3] ;
dum[0] = str[loc++];
dum[l] = str [loc] ;
return cvtci (dum) ;
-End Function getlnt-
Begin Function getMin
This
run.
function determines the number of minutes to the nearest hour until the next test
*/
long getMin (int min, long testHour)
{
long testMin;
testMin = (testHour * 60) + (60 gMin) + min;
return testMin;
-End Function getMin-
-Begin Function goShell-
This function places the user in a temporary DOSSHELL and provides the warnings that go
with disabling the control program temporarily.
void goShell (void)
{
int sr, sc, er, ec,battr,wattr, *scrn;
wclose ( ) ;
if ( (scrn=ssave() )==NULL) errorExit (3) ;
wclose ( ) ;
systemC'cls") ;
sr = 8;
er = 14;
sc = 3;
ec = 75;
wattr = YELLOW |
battr = wattr;
if ( !wopen(sr, sc, er, ec, 0, battr,wattr) ) errorExit (0) ;
doShadow ( ) ;
wtitle ( "WARNING" , TCENTER,wattr) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("\n You have less than %ld minutes left to copy files .", gLeft) ,
wprintf ("\n You must finish in that time or risk loosing data!");
wprintf ("\n Type 'EXIT' to return to the program from DOS.");
wprintf ("\n Please press return now.");
waitkeyt(360) ;
wclose ( ) ;
system(
"els" ) ;
system ("command") ;
srestore (scrn) ;
openTime ( ) ;
kbput(OxOHB) ;
return;
-End Function goShell-
-Begin Function initScan-
rThisfunction initializes the Keithley 706 Scanner.
void initScan(int scanner)
{
ibwrt (scanner, "D0X\n\r", 5) ;
ibwrt (scanner, "RX\n\r", 4) ;
*/
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ibwrt (scanner, "A0X\n\r", 5) ;
-End Function initScan-
-Begin Function noShell-
This function displays an error message that the users request to temporarily disable the
control program and enter the DOSSHELL has been denied due to insufficeint time. (<5
minutes to next test run)
void noShell (void)
{
wprintf ("There is insufficient time, wait until after the test"),
wprintf
(" to try to copy\r");
kbput(OxOHB) ;
return;
-End Function noShell-
-Begin Function openSw-
| This function opens the specified switch.
void openSw(int scanner, int gaCol,int gaRow)
{
char disc [9] ;
int dCol,dRow;
strcpyfdisc, "NO") ;
setCmnd (disc, gaCol, gaRow) ;
ibwrt (scanner, disc, 8) ;
strcpy (disc, "NO") ;
dCol = gaCol + 1;
dRow = gaRow + 1;
setCmnd (disc, dCol, dRow) ;
ibwrt (scanner, disc, 8) ;
-End Function openSw-
-Begin Function selGrp-
This function selects the next group of devices to be tested and sets the time variables
to enable execution of testing at the right moment.
*/
int selGrp(int *nl,int *n2,int *n3,int *n4)
{
int next;
long temp, tTo, sysTime;
temp = gTimel[*nl];
next = 1;
if (gTime2[*n2] < temp)
{
)
temp = gTime2[*n2],
next = 2;
if (gTime3[*n2] < temp)
{
temp = gTime3 [*n3] ;
next = 3;
]
if (gTime4[*n4] < temp)
{
temp = gTime4 [*n4] ;
next = 4 ;
}
switch (next)
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case 1 :
(*nl)++;
break;
case 2 :
(*n2)++;
break;
case 3:
(*n3)++;
break;
case 4:
(*n4)++;
}
openTime ( ) ;
sysTime = -99;
do
{
tTo = calcTime (temp) ;
if (tTo != sysTime)
{
freonkey ( ) ;
if ( tTo < 10 ) setonkey(KFl,noShell,0) ;
else setonkey (KF1, goShell, 0) ;
wclear () ;
wprintf ("\n\t\tTime to next test is less than %i minute", tTo) ,
if (tTo > 1) wprintf ("s\n") ;
else wprintf ( "\n") ;
sysTime = tTo;
gLeft = tTo;
}
waitkeyt (1) ;
}
while (tTo > 0) ;
wclose ( ) ;
return next;
/*
-End Function selGrp
Begin Function setCmnd
| This function selects the switch to be opened or closed. |
*/
void setCmnd (char *sCmnd,int col, int row)
{
int len;
char scol [3] , srow[2] , cr [4] ;
len = 8;
strcpy (srow,
"3" ) ;
strcpy (cr, "X\r\n") ;
if (col < 10)
{
cvtic ( scol , col , 1 ) ;
Xstrcpy (scol, "0") ;
scol[l] = col + 48;
scol[2] = '\0';*/
strcat (sCmnd, scol) ;
}
else
{
cvtic (scol, col, 2) ;
strcat (sCmnd, scol) ;
}
srow[0] = (char) (row + 48);
strcat (sCmnd, srow) ;
strcat (sCmnd, cr) ;
-End Function setCmnd-
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-Begin Function switchlnit-
This function sets the switches to their initial state.
*/
void switchlnit (int scanner, int setNum)
{
float odd, f loop, dum;
int loop, col, len;
char scol [3] , srow [2] , connect [9] , cr [4] ;
len = 8;
strcpy (srow, "3") ;
strcpy (cr, "X\r\n") ;
floop = (float) 1.0;
for (loop = 1; loop < 21; loop++)
{
strcpy (connect, "CO") ;
col = loop + ((setNum 1) * 20);
dum = floop++ / 2;
odd = dum (loop / 2);
if ( odd > (float) 0.000 ) srow[0] =
else srow[0] = '4';
if (col < 10)
{
cvtic (scol, col, 1) ;
/*strcpy (scol, "0") ;
scol[l] = col + 48;
scol[2] = X0';*/
strcat (connect, scol) ;
}
else
{
cvtic (scol, col, 2) ;
strcat (connect, scol) ;
}
strcat (connect, srow) ;
strcat (connect, cr) ;
ibwrt (scanner, connect, len) ;
-End Function switchlnit-
-*/
+++++END FILE "NEW4_C..++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
/*
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6.4.2.8. File: NEW5.C
+++++FILE: "NEW5.C++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
This file includes all sub-routines necessary to update status screens, control both the
manual and automated test configurations, and any scanner functions not included in the
file "NEW4.C".
All routines in this file were written by: Robert E. Oakley of BAH.
?include "NEWHED.H"
Begin Main Program Subroutine testRun
| This function forks between the automated and manual test configurations. |
*/
void testRun (void)
{
if ( gTestType == 0 ) runOneTest (gTestSet .matl) ;
else runLifeTest ( ) ;
}
End MPSR testRun-
-Begin Function fiveBlink
I This function controls the status window for a matrix of five devices or less. I
*/
void fiveBlink (int matrix, int loc, char dType,int num, int *scrn,int total)
{
int blnkQ, attr;
char blnkStr[12] ,dum[4] ;
blnkQ = *scrn;
strcpy (blnkStr, " ");
if ( loc < 10 )
{
strcat (blnkStr, "0") ;
cvtic (dum, loc, 1) ;
}
else cvtic (dum, loc, 2) ;
strcat (blnkStr , dum) ;
strcat (blnkStr, " ");
strcpy(dum, "0") ;
dum[0] = dType;
strcat (blnkStr , dum) ;
if ( num < 100 )
{
if ( num < 10 )
{
strcat (blnkStr, "00") ;
cvtic (dum, num, 1) ;
}
else
{
strcat (blnkStr, "0") ;
cvtic (dum, num, 2) ;
}
}
else cvtic (dum, num, 3) ;
strcat (blnkStr , dum) ;
if (blnkQ < 0)
{
wunhide (w [matrix] ) ;
attr = WHITE |_LGREY;
*scrn = 1;
}
else
{
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wactiv (w [matrix] ) ;
if ( blnkQ )
{
attr = LCYAN|_BLUE;
*scrn = 0;
}
else
(
attr = WHITE |_LGREY;
*scrn = 1;
}
}
if ( total > 15 )
{
if ( loc < 6 ) wprints ( (loc+2) ,4, attr, blnkStr) ;
else
{
if ( loc < 11 ) wprints( (loc-3) ,16, attr, blnkStr) ;
else
{
if ( loc < 16 ) wprints) (loc-8) ,28, attr, blnkStr) ;
else wprints ( (loc-13) , 40, attr, blnkStr) ;
}
}
}
else
(
if ( total > 5 )
{
if ( loc < 6 ) wprints ( (2+loc) , 9, attr, blnkStr) ;
else wprints ( (loc-3) ,35, attr, blnkStr) ;
}
else wprints ( (2+loc) , 22, attr, blnkStr) ;
}
return;
/*
-End Function fiveBlink
Begin Function mkDataLine
| This function places a header at the top of the data storage file. |
*/
void mkDataLine (int num, int loc, char dType)
{
FILE *temp;
char dName [15] ;
temp = fopen ("AUDIT. ERR", "a") ;
fprintf (temp, "*****Device %c%i*****\n", dType, num) ;
fclose (temp) ;
strcpy (dName, "TEMPFILE.DAT") ;
temp = fopen(dName, "a") ;
fDrintf (temp "*************************************************\n")
fprintf (temp, "**********n ew device dat a**********\n")
fDrintf ( temD "********************** *************************** \^ )
fprintf (temp, "1, %c, %i, %i\n", dType, num, loc) ;
fclose (temp) ;
}
/*
End Function mkDataLine
-Begin Function mkLifeHdr-
This function places a header at the top of a data storage file during a life test.
*/
void mkLifeHdr (int setNum, int testNum, char dev, int num, int loc)
{
FILE *temp;
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char dName [15];
temp = fopen ("AUDIT. ERR", "a") ;
fprintf (temp, "*****Device %c%i*****Matrix %i, Location %i*****Test ?%i*****\n",
dev, num, setNum, loc, testNum) ;
fclose (temp) ;
strcpy (dName, "TEMPFILE.DAT") ;
temp = fopen (dName, "a") ;
fprintf ( temp, "******************************************************* \xi" )
fprintf (temp, "***n ew device life test dat a***\n")
fprintf (temp, "********************************************* **********\n\
fprintf (temp, "l,%c,%i,%i,%i,%i\n", dev, num, loc, setNum, testNum) ;
fclose (temp) ;
/*
-End Function mkLifeHdr-
-Begin Function moveData-
This function moves data from a temporary file into permenant storage. Manual Testing
Configuration Function.
void moveData(int num)
{
char dName [15] , comm[75] , dum[5] ;
int size;
strcpy ( comm, "COPY TEMPFILE . DAT
strcpy (dName, "D") ;
if ( num < 100 )
{
if ( num < 10 )
{
strcat (dName, "00") ;
size = 1;
}
else
{
strcat (dName, "0");
size = 2;
>
}
else size = 3;
cvtic (dum, num, size) ,
strcat (dName, dum) ;
strcat (dName, "T") ;
if ( gTestSet. temp[0] < 100 )
{
size = 2;
strcat (dName, "0") ;
}
else size = 3;
cvtic (dum, gTestSet .temp [0] , size) ,
strcat (dName, dum) ;
strcat (dName, gExten) ;
strcat (comm, dName) ;
strcat (comm, " > junk. dat") ;
system (comm) ;
strcpy (comm, "copy ");
strcat ( comm, dName ) ;
strcat (comm, " ") ;
strcat (comm, gPath) ;
strcat (comm, "*.*");
strcat (comm, " > junk.dat");
/*system(comm) ; */
system("DEL TEMPFILE.DAT");
/*
-End Function moveData-
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-Begin Function moveLifeData-
This function moves data from a temporary file into permenant storage. Automated Testing
Configuration Function.
void moveLifeData (int setNum, int num, int loc, int test)
{
char dName [15] ,comm[90] , dum[5] ;
strcpy (dName, "TEMPFILE.DAT") ;
strcpy (comm, "copy " ) ;
strcat (comm, dName) ;
strcpy (dName,
" D");
if ( num > 99 ) cvtic (dum, num, 3)
else
(
if (num > 9)
{
strcat (dName, "0") ;
cvtic (dum, num, 2) ;
}
else
(
}
strcat (dName, "00") ;
cvtic (dum, num, 1) ;
}
strcat (dName, dum) ;
strcat (dName, "M" ) ;
cvtic (dum, setNum, 1) ;
strcat (dName, dum) ;
strcat (dName, " .T") ;
cvtic (dum, test, 2) ;
strcat (dName, dum) ;
strcat (comm, dName) ;
strcat (comm, " > junk. dat");
system (comm) ;
strcpy (comm, "copy ") ;
strcat (comm, dName) ;
strcat (comm, " ") ;
strcat (comm, gPath) ;
strcat (comm, "*. * > junk.dat");
system(comm) ;
systemC'del tempfile.dat");
systemC'del junk. dat");
-End Function moveLifeData
-Begin Function
openTime-
|This function controls the "Time Until Next
Test" display.
void openTime (void)
{
int sr,sc,er,ec,battr,wattr;
sr = 8;
er = 13;
sc = 3;
ec = 75;
wattr = YELLOW |
battr = wattr; .,.,.
if ( !wopen(sr,sc,er,ec,0,battr,wattr) )
errorExit (0) ;
doShadow ( ) ;
wtitle ("SiC Device Life Test Underway", TCENTER,wattr) ;
wmessage("[Fl] = Data Transfer (valid only
>10min to next test) ", BT_BORD, 5,wattr ) ;
return;
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/*
-End Function openTime-
-Begin Function runLifeTest-
This sub-routine controls calls all functions associated with the requirements for running
the automated test configuration.
*/
void runLifeTest (void)
{
int scanner, setNum, nxtl, nxt2, nxt3, nxt4,x, num, next;
int er, ec, sr, sc,battr,wattr;
nxtl = 0
nxt2 = 0
nxt3 = 0
nxt4 = 0
/* scanner = ibf ind( "K706S" ) ,
initScan (scanner) ; */
for (x = 1; x < 5; x++)
(
/*
setNum = selGrp(Snxtl, snxt2, &nxt3, Snxt4) ;
switchlnit (scanner, setNum) ; */
switch (setNum)
{
case 1 :
next = nxtl;
break;
case 2 :
next = nxt2;
break;
case 3:
next = nxt3;
break;
case 4:
next = nxt4;
break;
}
sr = 17;
er = 24;
sc = 55;
ec = 79;
wattr = WHITE|_LGREY;
battr = DGREY|_LGREY;
if ( (w[5] = wopen(sr, sc,er,ec,0, battr,wattr) )
== 0 ) errorExit (0) ;
runTest (scanner, setNum, next) ;
wclose ( ) ;
ibloc (scanner) ;*/
/*
-End Function runLifeTest-
-Begin Function
runOneTest-
This sub-routine controls calls all functions
associated with the requirements for running
the manual test configuration. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^^___^^^^_
*/
void runOneTest (struct inStuff *top)
(
struct inStuff *actPtr, *nxtPtr;
int sr, sc, er,ec, battr,wattr, i, num, loc, scrn, max, loop;
char dType, comm [70] ;
sr = 17;
er = 24;
sc = 55;
ec = 79;
wattr = WHITE | LGREY;
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}battr = DGREY|_LGREY;
if ( (w[5] = wopen(sr,sc,er, ec,0,battr,wattr) ) == 0 ) errorExit (0) ;
actPtr = top;
scrn = -1;
max = gTestSet. total [0] + 1;
for ( loop = 1; loop < max; loop++ )
(
num = actPtr->dNum;
loc = actPtr->dLoc;
dType = actPtr->dType;
mkDataLine (num, loc, dType) ;
fiveBlink (1, loc, dType, num, Sscrn, gTestSet .total [0] ) ;
wactiv (w [5] ) ;
wclear ( ) ;
if ( loop > 1 ) wprintf ("\nTest Complete Ready\nto begin next test"),
wprintf ("\n\nPress return to test \nhighlighted device");
waitkey ( ) ;
wclear ( ) ;
wprintf ("\nCurrently testing \nhighlighted device");
runJTest () ;
for ( i = 1; i < 5; i++)
(
waitkey () ;*/
wclose ( ) ;
}
moveData (num) ;
fiveBlink (1, loc, dType, num, Sscrn, gTestSet .total [0] ) ;
if ( loop < gTestSet .total [0] )
{
nxtPtr = actPtr->next;
actPtr = nxtPtr;
}
}
whide ( ) ;
wprintf ("\nThe test is complete \n\npress return \nto exit program");
waitkeyt (180) ;
strcpy (comm, "COPY *");
strcat (comm, gExten) ;
strcat (comm, " ");
strcat (comm, gPath) ;
strcat (comm, "*.*") ;
strcat (comm, " > junk. dat");
system(comm) ;
-End Function runOneTest
*/
+++ -f+END FILE "NEW5.C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*/
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